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BLOCH WAVE HOMOGENIZATION 
AND SPECTRAL ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS 
By GrCgoire ALLAIRE and Carlos CONCA 
ABSTRACT. - We consider a second-order elliptic equation in a bounded periodic heterogeneous medium and 
study the asymptotic behavior of its spectrum, as the structure period goes to zero. We use a new method of 
Eloch wave homogenization which, unlike the classical homogenization method, characterizes a renormalized limit 
of the spectrum, namely sequences of eigenvalues of the order of the square of. the medium period. We prove 
that such a renormalized limit spectrum is made of two parts: the so-called Bloch spectrum, which is explicitly 
defined as the spectrum of a family of limit problems, and the so-called boundary layer spectrum, which is made 
of limit eigenvalues corresponding to sequences of eigenvectors concentrating on the boundary of the domain. This 
analysis relies also on a notion of Bloch measures which can be seen as ad hoc Wigner measures in the context of 
semi-classical analysis. Finally, for rectangular domains made of entire periodicity cells, a variant of the Bloch wave 
homogenization method gives an explicit characterization of the boundary layer spectrum too. 0 Elsevier, Paris 
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RBsuMB. - On considere une equation elliptique du deuxitme ordre dans un milieu ptriodique heterogbne borne, 
et on dtudie le comportement asymptotique de son spectre lorsque la p&ode tend vers zero. On utilise une nouvelle 
methode d’homog&&ation par ondes de Bloch qui, contrairement aux mtthodes classiques d’homogenbisation, 
caracterise la limite renormalisee du spectre, et plus precisement les suites de valeurs propres de I’ordre du cam? de 
la pbriode. On dtmontre que le spectre limite renormalise est constitut de deux parties : un spectre de Bloc/z, qui est 
explicitement caracterise comme le spectre d’une famille de problemes limites, et un spectre de couche limite, qui 
est l’ensemble des limites de suites de valeurs propres dont les vecteurs propres correspondants se concentrent sur le 
bord du domaine. L’analyse presentee repose sur une notion de mesures de Bloch qui peuvent &r-e vues comme des 
versions ad hoc des mesures de Wigner utilisees en analyse semi-classique. Enfin, pour des domaines rectangulaires 
constitues uniquement de cellules de p&iodicite entieres, une variante de la methode d’homogentisation par ondes 
de Bloch permet de donner aussi une caracterisation explicite du spectre de couche limite. 0 Elsevier, Paris 
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Given a smooth bounded domain Q in R” occupied by a periodic heterogeneous medium, 
of period E E R+, we consider the following spectral problem for the wave equation in S2. 
Find all couples (X,, v,) E R+ x IIt (ft), II, 8 0, such that 
The coefficients of equation (1) are given by a coercive, symmetric matrix A(z, y) which 
is smooth as a function of .z and Y-periodic as a function of y (Y denotes the unit cube 
[0, I]“). More precisely, we assume that 
(2) A(:r:. y) E C(n; Lz(Y)“x”‘). 
In particular, assumption (2) implies that A 
( > 
x, 5 is a measurable function in I,“( 62)“:“’ 
and the spectral problem (1) is well-posed. Let (T, be the spectrum of (l), i.e. the set of 
eigenvalues X, solutions of (1). As is well-known, for fixed E, and since R is bounded, 
the spectrum gt is discrete, made of a countable sequence of eigenvalues converging to 
0 (plus the accumulation point 0) 
To each eigenvalue X, ’ is associated a normalized eigenfunction I$ E L’(0) such that 
\JT$“~]~z(~~) = 1 and the family {~~}k>~ is an orthonormal basis of L’(U). 
The purpose of our work is to study the asymptotic behavior of the spectrum aF when 
the period t goes to 0. The second-order elliptic partial differential equation (I) is just a 
model problem. Our original motivation comes from more complicated models, describing 
the vibrations of fluid-solid structures, which were introduced by Planchard [39], [40] and 
extensively studied in [I], [16], [ 171, [18]. Actually, all our new results presented here 
were first applied to this problem of fluid-solid structures in [6], [7]. Our goal here is 
to expose in a single self-contained paper our complete theory in a systematic way on 
a simpler problem. Other motivations for studying the asymptotic behavior of uF are the 
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numerical computation of solutions of the wave equation in periodic media (cJ: [33], [45], 
[46]), and the control of the wave equation in such media (cfi [15]). Let us emphasize 
that our method for studying the limit behavior of o, works equally well for a vector or a 
scalar equation, and is indifferent to the type of boundary conditions. 
In the next section we shall recall classical results of homogenization which describe 
completely the “usual” limit of (r, by finding the limit of each eigenvalue A: when E goes to 
0 with fixed index /c. Such a limit is usually called a lowfrequency limit. Indeed, recall that 
the vibration eigenfrequencies for the wave equation are related to the eigenvalues of (1) by 
Physically, it means that the low frequency limit gives the homogenized behavior of 
eigenmodes which vary on a scale much larger than the period 6. This situation is by now 
fairly well understood. However, a physically relevant case is the so-called highfrequency 
limit, i.e. the asymptotic behavior of eigenvalues A! which converge to 0 when F goes 
to 0 and k to +oo. 
In section 3 we state our main new results concerning this high frequency limit of aF. We 
characterize renormalized limits of the type lim,+a a,;*~, where n, is an eigenfrequency 
scaling which goes to 0 with t. For all scalings a, such that either a, << E or a, >> t, 
we show that the limit of ny20, is simply the entire half-line R+. When n,, = E, we prove 
a deeper result, namely that the limit of 6~~0, is made of two parts: the so-called Bloch 
spectrum, which is explicitly defined as the spectrum of a family of limit problems, and 
the so-called boundary layer spectrum, which is made of limit eigenvalues corresponding 
to sequences of eigenvectors concentrating on the boundary of the domain. We refer to 
section 3 for a more detailed discussion of our results. 
In section 4 we apply our new method of Bloch wave homogenization to equation (1) 
in order to prove that the Bloch spectrum is indeed part of the limit of ~-~a~. The Bloch 
wave homogenization method is a combination of two-scale convergence (see [2], [36]) 
and of Bloch wave decomposition (also known as Floquet decomposition, see [12], [22]). 
In section 5 we prove a completeness result which states that the difference between the 
limit of c-*0, and the Bloch spectrum is exactly equal to the boundary layer spectrum. Our 
main tool is the notion of Bloch measures which is a new type of default measure, very 
similar to the Wigner measure (see [24], [31], [32]) although specific to the present situation. 
In section 6 we prove that all other renormalized limits of CL;~~< with either a, << t or 
(I, >> E are equal to R+. In such a case, there is no interaction of the singular perturbation 
at scale a, and the homogenization at scale F, and this result is obtained by using the 
notion of three-scale convergence. 
Finally section 7 is devoted to a complete study of the boundary layer spectrum when 
the domain R and the sequence e are chosen in such a way that (2 is always the union 
of a finite number of entire periodicity cells. In this case, the boundary layer spectrum 
is explicitly characterized as the spectrum of a new family of limit problems associated 
to the boundary of 62. 
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2. Classical homogenization 
The question of finding the limit of the spectrum gT, has already attracted a lot of 
attention. Indeed, using the classical homogenization technique (as described, e.g. in [9], 
[lo], [27], [3.5], [44]), the low-frequency or homogenized limit of o5 has been found in 
[13], [29], [38], [48]. We briefly describe the procedure to obtain this homogenized limit. 
As is well known, for fixed t, to find the spectrum, i.e. the set of all solutions 
(&,Tl,) E R+ x H@),u, g 0, of 
{ 
- div[A(s, $)VU~] = 5~1, in f2, 
71, = 0 on dR, 
is equivalent to the spectral study of the following linear operator 
{ 
s, : L2(R) - L2(f2) 
f - UC; 
where U, is the unique solution in H,‘(Q) of 
(5) 
{ 
- div[A(z, :)Vu,] = f in 62, 
u, = 0 on dS2. 
It is easily seen that S, is a self-adjoint compact operator in +C(L2(R)). Its spectrum is 
discrete made of a countable sequence of eigenvalues converging to 0 (plus the limit point 0) 
rr(S,) = (0) U U {xf) with Xi 1 xf >_ . . . > X2 1 . . . -+ 0. 
lc>l 
To each Xt is associated a normalized eigenfunction z$ E L2(sL) such that ]]$(/LL(~) = 1 
and the family {~,“}k is an orthonormal basis of L2(s2). 
To describe the limit or homogenized operator, we introduce the homogenized equation 
for (5). Let us define first a homogenized matrix A*(X), for almost any 2 E R, by 
(6) A*(x)<. C = ,E$‘tl,j / 4x> Y)(C + Vd(Y)) . (C + WYWY 
K E R”. 
# i- 
REMARK 2.1. - Since A(x, y) is symmetric by de@ition, formula (6) makes sense and 
defines a unique symmetric matrix A*(x). Furthermore, A*(x) enjoys the same coercivity 
and boundedness properties than A(x, y). 
Then, a limit operator S is defined by 
where u is the unique solution in Hi (0) of the homogenized equation for (5) 
-div[A*(x)Vu] = f in R, 
71, = 0 on dfl. 
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Clearly S is a self-adjoint compact operator in C( L2 (a)). Its spectrum u(S) is exactly 
o(S) = (0) U U {X”} with X1 2 X2 2 . . . 1 X” 1 . . . -+ 0. 
k>l 
The main result of [13], [29], [38], [48] is the following: 
THEOREM 2.2. - The sequence of operators S, converges uniformly to S in the space 
C( L2(Q)). As a consequence, for a fixed k > 1, 
lim Xg = X” 
E-+0 
and there exists a normalized eigenfunction wk E L2(R) of S, with I~v~)J~“(R) = 1, 
associated to each X” such that, up to a subsequence, 
vt - zlk strongly in L2(sZ). 
REMARK 2.3. - In Theorem 2.2 the convergence of the eigenvectors holds up to a 
subsequence, even if they are carefully normalized. The reason is that S may have 
eigenvalues of multiplicity larger than one, implying that a sequence v,” may have several 
accumulation points which are all eigenvectors of S associated to the same eigenvalue. 
REMARK 2.4. - Theorem 2.2 shows that lim,,o o(S,) = o(S), but it does not say anything 
on sequences Xg where both E goes to 0 and k goes to +IX (such sequences go to 0). This 
latter situation is called a high frequency limit, while Theorem 2.2 gives a low frequency 
limit. The goal of the remaining sections of this paper is to describe this high frequency limit. 
Although classical, the proof of Theorem 2.2 contains many useful ideas for the sequel, 
so we recall it briefly. The uniform convergence of S, is a straightforward consequence 
of the following classical result of the homogenization theory, the proof of which may 
be found in [lo], [27], [35]. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. - Let fE be a sequence in L2(U) which converges weakly to a limit f. 
Let U, be the unique solution in Ho(R) of 
{ ;~~(x+7u~ =fs 6”,,“, 
E- 
The sequence u, converges weakly in Hi(R), and thus strongly in L2(R) by Rellich theorem, 
to a limit u which is the unique solution in Hi (a) of the homogenized equation 
(8) 
C 
- divA*(z)Vu = f in R 
u=o on xl, 
where A*(x) is the homogenized matrix defined by (6). 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. - To prove the uniform convergence of S, to S amounts to 
check that 
IIS6 - Sll = $JuP IIW - Kflb(n) 
I,~(rq’l 
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goes to zero with C. For fixed f. let j’C be an c-minimizer, i.e. a function such that 
kfFll~~(~) = 1 and 
Since the sequence fe is bounded in L2(Q), there exists a subsequence, still denoted by f, 
and a limit f such that the subsequence jC converges weakly to f in L’(R). By virtue of 
Proposition 2.5 the sequence S,fC converges strongly to Sf in L2(62). Moreover, since S 
is a compact operator, Sfc converges also strongly to Sf in L’(G). Thus, we have: 
which goes to zero with c. This is true for any converging subsequence of .fC. Therefore, 
this result holds for the entire sequence F. 
By the min-max principle, the A?” eigenvalue A: 
A; z min IXLX 
(.fl- . fh.-l)EL’(f2) .fl{f1,...,.fr 
of S, is defined by 
where l- denotes orthogonality with respect to the usual scalar product in L’(f2). For 
any f E ,C2(f2), we have 
which implies that 
]A” - x”l 5 IISC - SII, F 
thanks to the min-max principle. Thus, the uniform convergence of S, yields the 
convergence of each individual eigenvalue, labeled by decreasing order. Now, let ,I): 
be a sequence of normalized eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalue Xg 
There exists a subsequence, still denoted by F, and a limit I? such that the subsequence 71: 
converges weakly to 11~ in L2(R). By virtue of Proposition 2.5 the sequence S,V~ converges 
strongly to S7,1c in L2( 0). Since At converges to X Ic, it implies that 7): converges strongly 
to 11~ in L2(R) and that vk is also a normalized eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue 
A”. If the normalizing condition implies the uniqueness of the eigenvector vk (up to a 
change of sign), then the entire sequence of eigenvectors 71,” converges to vk. But, in case 
of a multiple eigenvalue A”, the convergence of 11: to ilk holds merely for a subsequence. 
In the course of the proof of Theorem 2.2, we have proved the following Lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.6. - Let S, be a sequence qf compact self-adjoint operators acting in L2(0) 
and denote their spectrum by o(S,). A ssume that the sequence S, converges uniformly to 
a compact limit operator S with spectrum a(S). Then, 
(9) hiI&S~) = a(S). 
REMARK 2.7. - The spectral convergence (20) has to be understood in the sense of 
Kuratowsky (or I?-) convergence for subsets of W (see e.g. [20]). Namely, a(S) is the set of 
all accumulation points X of sequences X, E a(S,) when E goes to zero. 
An interesting question is how can one relax the assumption of uniform convergence of 
S, to S and still obtain a result similar to (9) ? In particular, if the sequence S, converges 
merely pointwise to S, in the strong or weak topology of L’(0), what is the limit of the 
spectrum o(S,) ? Remark first that, in such a case, the limit operator S needs not to be 
compact. In the case of strong convergence, it turns out that the spectrum of the limit 
operator is included in the limit spectrum but the inclusion may be strict. In other words, 
for a strong convergence of operators the spectrum is merely lower semi-continuous. No 
such result is available for a weak convergence of operators, which is therefore a useless 
notion concerning spectral convergence. 
LEMMA 2.8. - Let S, be a sequence of compact selfadjoint operators acting in L2(st) 
with spectrum a(S,). Assume that the sequence S, converges strongly to a self-adjoint limit 
operator S (not necessarily compact) with spectrum a(S) (i.e. for each f E L2(Q), S,f 
converges strongly to Sf in L2(R)). Then, 
$m&S) 3 a(S). 
Furthermore, denoting by (X, , fC) a sequence of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of S, such that 
f X does not belong to o(S), then the sequence fe converges weakly to 0 in L2(R). 
Proof - Let X E a(S), and assume that X is not the limit of any sequence of eigenvalues 
of S,. This means that there exists a positive constant 6 > 0, such that, for sufficiently 
small F, and for any eigenvalue X, E a(,‘$,), one has 
Obviously, this implies that, for any function f E L2 (Q), 
Since the convergence of S, to S is strong, one can pass to the limit in (10) and obtain 
IlSf - JvllL~(n) 1 ~IlfllL’(s2)r 
for any function f, which is a contradiction with the fact that X belongs to the spectrum 
of S. Thus, X is attained as a limit of a sequence X, E c(SF). 
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To complete the proof, it remains to show that, if a sequence of eigenvalues A, converges 
to a limit X outside a(S), then any associated sequence of eigenvectors .I’F converges to 
zero weakly in L2(R). The spectral equation is 
Multiplying (11) by a test function 4 E L2(52), and using the symmetry of S, yields 
Thanks to the strong convergence of S,, we can pass to the limit (up to a subsequence), 
and denoting by f the weak limit of a subsequence fC we obtain 
Sf = Xf. 
Since X does not belong to C(S), it necessarily implies that the limit f is equal to zero. 
This is true for any converging subsequence, thus it holds for the entire sequence. 
3. Main results 
The previous section has investigated the low frequency limit of the spectrum ~7~ defined 
by (3). Theorem 2.2 has given a complete characterization of Iii;o,. However, it says 
nothing on the high frequency limit which is concerned with sequences of eigenvalues A, 
which go to 0. We now focus on this latter case and try to characterize the renormalized 
limits lim,+a ut2cre where a, is a sequence of scales which goes to 0 with F. In other 
words we are looking to eigenfrequencies w, = A, 1’2 which are of the order of n;‘. 
Let us first consider eigenvalues A, of the order of e2, which corresponds to a critical 
case. To study the renormalized limit lims,a E -2uE, we introduce a family of limit operators 
SZ,@ indexed by the macroscopic variable :I: E 2 and by the Bloch frequency variable 
0 E [0, llN. Each operator S,,S is defined by: 
(12) 
C 
&.e : qL(Y) - q+(Y) 
4 - ‘4, 
where u. is the unique solution in H&(Y) of 
(13) 
{ 
- div, [A(z? y)‘7,(uo(y)e2”i”‘V)] = c,b(y)e2”is’Y in Y. 
u~(~J)Y -periodic. 
Throughout this paper, the subscript # indicates a space of periodic functions. In the case 
B = 0, equation (13) makes sense if S,,O is restricted to the subspace of zero-average 
functions in L%(Y). Each SZ,o is a self-adjoint compact operator in G(L$(Y)) with 
spectrum 
~(S,,o) = (0) u U{~“W)~ 
k>l 
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Using the min-max principle and the continuity with respect to 2 of the matrix A(z, y), 
it is easy to prove (see Proposition 4.12) that each eigenvalue X”(z, 0) is a continuous 
function of (z, 0) E n x Y. This allows to define the so-called Bloch spectrum (Tnloch 
as the union of all spectra a(S,,e) 
- 
Remark that the Bloch spectrum has a band structure. It could turn out that these bands 
(i.e., each interval [min(,,o) X”(x, t9), maxcz,e) X”(.X, e)]) do overlap. This is the case, for 
example, when the matrix A(z, y) does not depend on y. However, it is known for some 
explicit examples that the gaps between bands are not empty (see [21]). A similar situation 
arises in the context of Schrijdinger equation (see e.g. [41]). The problem of finding 
conditions on the matrix A(z, y) for the bands to overlap or not is very difficult and 
not addressed here. 
We need also to define a so-called boundary layer spectrum gboundary. Let us consider 
a sequence of eigenvalues and eigenvectors (X,, w,) solution of the spectral equation (1). 
Assume that for a subsequence, still denoted by E, there exists a limit X such that: 
(14 lim E e-+0 -2x, = A, Ilw&,2(q = 1. 
Then, the limit eigenvalue X is said to belong to the boundary layer spectrum if, for any 
positive integer n 2 1, there exists a positive constant C(n) > 0 such that 
where d(z, 30) is the distance function to the boundary. In other words, the boundary 
layer spectrum is defined by 
(16) ~bormdary = {X E I%+ I 3(X,, ue) solutions of (1) satisfying (14), (15)). 
Physically speaking, the boundary layer spectrum corresponds to sequences of eigenvectors 
concentrating near the boundary. Remark that, compared to the Bloch spectrum, the 
definition of the boundary layer spectrum is not explicit. It may even depend on the choice 
of the sequence E (On the contrary of the definition of ~ni,,&). 
Our main result (announced in [4], [5]) is: 
THEOREM 3.1. - The renormalized limit spectrum is exactly equal to the Bloch and the 
boundary layer spectra 
The statement of Theorem (3.1) is somehow weak since it concerns only eigenvalues. 
However, its proof, which covers sections 4 and 5, gives much more informations. 
In particular, we exhibit a family of limit operators to which different extensions of the 
original operator S, converge strongly in some suitable topology. Then, by Rellich theorem 
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we deduce also a strong convergence of the spectral families which can be interpreted as 
an “averaged” convergence for the eigenvectors (see the original paper [42] or modern 
textbooks as [28], or [43]). A key feature of Theorem 3.1 is that its proof does not use 
any labeling of the eigenvalues which is consistent with the obtained densification of 
the spectrum in the limit as F goes to 0. In a different context (Schrodinger equation in 
the whole space RN) related results have been obtained in [25] by a completly different 
method. In Theorem 3.1, the scaling 6’ of the eigenvalues X, can be interpreted as a critical 
size. Indeed, for any other scaling, we find a simpler result since there is no interaction 
between the period size 6 and the frequency size (I.,. 
THEOREM 3.2. - Let a, be a sequence in IF! + which goes to 0 with t and such that, either 
then. we have: 
lii$a6)p2uc = R+. 
REMARK 3.3. - The spectral convergence in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 has to be understood 
in the sense of Kuratowsky (or I’-) convergence for subsets of R (see e.g. 1201). Namely, 
the limit is the set of all accumulation points X of renormalized sequences aL2X,, as t 
goes to zero, with X, E a<. 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is given in section 6. Theorem 3.2 is consistent with Weyl’s 
asymptotic distribution of eigenvalues for the Laplacian. Indeed, if there were no periodic 
heterogeneities (i.e. if the matrix A(z, 1~) is constant), then Weyl’s result would imply that 
the renormalized limit of the spectrum is always the entire positive half line. 
Theorem 3.1 leaves open the question of how characterizing explicitly the boundary 
layer spectrum. Indeed, our definition of ~boundary is not very enlightening, because it does 
not characterize this part of the limit of ee2aF as the spectrum of an operator associated 
with the boundary 80 of R. In particular, it does not say whether Oboun&ry is empty or 
included in ~nr,,&. There is a subtle point here: the definition of gboundury depends on 
the choice of the sequence t. A striking result has recently been obtained by Castro and 
Zuazua [ 141 when the sequence E takes all real values close to 0. 
THEOREM 3.4. - Let c be the sequence of all real numbers in the interval (0, ~0) with 
~0 > 0. Then, 
lim F 
CirJ 
-2crc = R’: 
which means that the boundary layer spectrum oboundary must necessarily fill the gaps of 
the Bloch spectrum aBlo&. 
In Theorem 3.4 it is crucial that the sequence F takes all possible values near 0 (see its 
proof in [14]). On the contrary, for a special choice of polygonal domains R and discrete 
(countable) sequences E, we obtain in section 7 a complete characterization of (Tbol&ary 
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which may not fill any longer the gaps of gn&h. However, the general case is still open. 
Let us assume from now on that R is a rectangle with integer dimensions 
(18) R = fi]O: L;[ and L; E N* 
i=l 
and that the sequence E is exactly 
These assumptions imply that, for any E,, the domain S2 is the union of a finite number 
of entire cells of size E,. Let C be the face of R in the plane xN = 0. A generic point 
x in RN ’ is denoted by z = (x’,xN) with X’ E RN-l and XN E W. To define the part of 
the boundary layer spectrum associated to C, we introduce a new periodicity cell which 
is the semi-infinite band 
G = Y’x]O; +co[, 
where Y’ =]O,l[N-l is the unit cell in RN-l. In L;(G), we define a new family of 
“boundary layer” limit operators SZ~,~~ indexed by the macroscopic variable z’ E c and 
by the reduced Bloch frequency variable 19’ E [0, l] N-1. Here, L;(G) denotes the space 
of squared integrable functions in G which are merely Y/-periodic with respect to y’ (and 
not yN). Each operator SZt,~t is defined by: 
1 
s z~,~/ : L&(G) - L;(G) 
4 - uo, 
where u. is the unique solution of: 
PO> 
i 
- div, [A((z’, 0), y)V, (ua(y)e2ris”r”)] = 4(~)e~~~“‘~’ in G, 
UO(Y’> 0) = 0 
limyN--*+30 uO(Y’, !/iv) = 0 
y’ ---) uo(y’, YN) Y/-periodic. 
If 0’ # 0, &I,B~ is well defined, as an operator acting in L$(G), by (20) (remark that 
the limit behavior of UC, as yN goes to infinity has to be understood in the L2 sense). 
However, for 0’ = 0 it is necessary to shift the spectrum of SZ,,+,, by adding a zero-order 
term in (20) so as to avoid technical difficulties in defining SZ,,o, acting in L%(G). In 
any case, S,f,ef is a self-adjoint non-compact operator, and its spectrum a(S,,,Ol) is not 
any longer discrete, but it depends continuously on (z’, 19’). Therefore, we can define the 
boundary layer spectrum associated to the surface C 
which has again a band structure. Of course, the definition of CJC can be achieved for any 
face C of the rectangle R, and a completely similar analysis can be done for all the lower 
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dimensional manifolds (edges, corners, etc.) of which the boundary iJS2 is made up. FOI 
each type of manifold, a different family of limit problems arise which are straightforward 
generalizations of (20). For example, in two space dimensions, the corners of 12 give 
rise to a limit problem in the quarter of space R+ x W+ (.~ee subsection 7.3). Finally. 
our last main result is: 
THEOREM 3.5. - Under assumptions (18) and ( 19) the renormalized limit of the sequence 
of spectra ~;~a~,, is precisely given by 
with the notation 
where the union is over all hypersurfaces and lower dimensional manifolds composing the 
boundary XL 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.5 are proved in section 7. The difference between Theorem 3.1 and 
Theorem 3.5 is that the latter boundary layer spectrum “8~1 is explicitly defined for the 
specific sequence of parameters en. as the spectrum of a family of limit operators, while the 
first of these boundary layer spectra, ~~~~~~~~~~~ was indirectly defined for any sequence F 
but not explicitly characterized. Remark also that we do not prove that silo and (TtIounrtarv 
coincide, but merely that (TboUIIdarl c ru~l. We believe that the inclusion is usually strict, 
even if a more precise definition of flt,ourldary is used. 
4. Bloch wave homogenization 
This section is devoted to the first part of the proof of Theorem 3.1. By means of a new 
method of homogenization, called homogenization by Bloch waves, we shall prove that 
OBtoch c f$” ~5 -2L7 F 
This convergence result holds for any choice of the sequence 6. To analyze the behavior 
of eigenvalues of the order of E*, the spectral problem (1) is rewritten as follows: find 
&,‘u,) E 5!+ x H;(~),v, $ 0, such that: 
(21) 
Passing from (1) to (21) leaves invariant the eigenfunctions and change the eigenvalues 
A: into /L: (labeled in decreasing order) defined by 
(22) ,L,k. = A$/(2 + Xf). 
This has the effect that p$ - 1 if A: - F* 
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To (21) is associated a new operator 3, E C(L2 (0)) defined by: 
(23) 
1 
3,: L2(st) - L2(0) 
f - G, 
where U, is the unique solution in Hi (CZ) of: 
(24) 
I 
-c2 div[A(z, :)VU~] + u, = f in 0, 
UC = 0 on 30. 
Of course, for fixed F, s, is still a self-adjoint compact operator. We denote by a(S,) 
its spectrum made of a countable sequence of eigenvalues converging to 0, plus the limit 
point 0, 
REMARK 4.1. - It is an easy exercise in homogenization to show that the solution uII, of 
(24) has a tendency to periodically oscillate like ZLO 
( 1 
x, : when t is small, and therefore it 
converges merely weakly in L2 (0). Furthermore, its weak limit is easily shown to be nothing 
else than f. This implies that 3, converges weakly to the identity operator in L(L2(Q)). 
In terms of spectral convergence, we cannot deduce anything from this weak convergence. 
In any case, the limit operator (the identity) does not contain much information left from 
the sequence SF. 
Since the solution ulL, of (24) behaves like an oscillating function u. 2, T , the key 
( > 
idea in order to obtain a strong convergence of the sequence 3, is to extend it to a larger 
space of “two-scale oscillating” functions, capable of describing this oscillating behavior. 
In other words, we first embed L2(R) in the larger space L2(R x Y) of functions 4(x:, y) 
of two variables x E Q (the slow variable) and y E Y = [0, llN (the fast periodic 
variable). For reasons that will be clear afterwards (mainly because of the Bloch waves 
decomposition), we actually extend the operator s, to the space L2 (a; L$(KY)) where 
K > 1 is a given positive integer, and KY denotes the cube [0, KIN. In other words, we 
use two-scale oscillating functions on a larger period KY. More precisely, we define an 
extended operator S,” E L(L2(R; L$(KY))) by 
where Pfi and EF are respectively a projection from L2 (a; L$(KY)) onto L2(0) and 
an extension from L2(s2) into L2(R;L$(KY)). T o b e sure that SF is still self-adjoint, 
we ask PeK and EF to be adjoint one from the other. To insure that ,!?, and Sf( have 
the same spectrum, we ask the product PeK E,K to be equal to the identity in L2( R). The 
Hilbert space L2(R; L2#( KY)) is equipped with the scalar product 
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To build such extension and projection operators, we introduce a regular mesh of size 
Kf on the domain 0: let (~c)1<1C7LCc) be a family of non-overlapping cells of the type -- 
[O; KE]~ covering ITt (the number of cells is YL(F) which is of the order of (KC)-“‘]S2]). We 
denote by z: the origin of each cell k;’ and by X:(X) its characteristic function. Defining 
a projection operator by 
and an extension operator by 
(26) 
their announced properties are checked in the following: 
LEMMA 4.2. - The operators P,” and EF defined by (25) and (26) sati@ 
PFh-Efi = IdLaCo) and (Pfi)’ = EF. 
Furthermore the product E” P” 
L(L2(Q; L$(KY))). F F 
converges strongly to the identity in the space 
REMARK 4.3. - At first look, the most natural projection operator from the space 
L2(Q; L$(KY)) onto L’(O) seems to be the application that maps q5 
( 1 
2. : to any function 
qS(x, y). Unfortunately, this is not a continuous operator. There is even no guaranty that 
cp x,: 
( > 
is measurable on Q for a general 4. This explains the complicated dejnition of 
the projection operator Pfi which is as close as possible to this idea, while having good 
functional properties. 
Proof. - A simple computation yields that PCKEF = Idt~(c2). Furthermore, 
which proves (PFK)* = E, . K A similar computation shows that 
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i.e., ErPf( is the projection operator in L2(R; L$(KY)) on p iecewise constant functions 
in :C in each cell Yt. As is well-known, such a projection ETPeK converges strongly 
to the identity. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. - The sequence S,” converges strongly to a self-adjoint limit operator 
SK in the sense that, for any 4(x:, y) E L2(R; L$(KY)), S,“4 converges strongly to SK4 
in L2(R; L$+(KY)) and SK4 = u K is the unique solution in the space L2 (Qt; H& (KY) j of 
(27) 
I 
- div, [A(z, g)V,u,“] + uK = 4 in R x KY 
y -+ ~~(2, y) KY-periodic. 
We shall prove below (see Proposition 4.12) that SK is a non-compact operator in 
L2 (Q; L$(KY)). Therefore, the convergence of S,” to SK cannot be uniform since S,” 
is compact, but not S K. Thus, from Proposition 4.4, we can only deduce the lower 
semi-continuity of the spectrum (see Lemma 2.8). 
COROLLARY 4.5. - The spectrum a(S”) of SK satisfies 
a(SK) c liir@). 
Furthermore, as a consequence of Rellich theorem (see e.g. [42], [28], [43]), for any p 
which is not an eigenvalue of SK, the spectral family EEK (p) of S,” converges strongly to 
that EK(p) of SK in L*(52; L$(KY)). 
The key ingredient in the proof of Proposition 4.4 is the notion of two-scale convergence 
introduced in [2], [36], that we briefly recall in the following 
PROPOSITION 4.6. 
(1) Let u, be a bounded sequence in L*(O). Then there exists a subsequence, still denoted 
by e, and a limit uo(z, y) E L2(R; L$(KY)) such that u, two-scale converges 
weakly to ug in the sense that 
for all functions $(x, y) E L*(R; C#(KY)). 
(2) Let U, be a sequence of functions in L2(R) which two-scale converges weakly to a 
limit uo(z, y) E L2(R; L’$(KY)). Assume further that 
Then u, is said to two-scale converge strongly to its limit ug in the sense that, 
for any sequence v, which two-scale converges weakly to a limit ~(2, y) E 
L2(Q; L$(KY)), we have 
for all smooth functions 4(x, y) E C(n; C+t(KY)). 
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(3) Let u, be a bounded sequence in L”( 12) such that FVIL, is also bounded 
in L2(n)“. Then there exists a subsequence, still denoted by F, and a limit 
U,J(X, y) E L’(f2; H$(KY)) such that II, two-scale converges to w~~(:I:, y) and c%I,, 
two-scale converges to V ,, ‘7~g ( :I’, y ) . 
Another technical Lemma is required before the proof of Proposition 4.4. 
LEMMA 4.7. - 
(1) Let $(z, y) be afunction in L2(O; L$(KY)). Then the sequence (P,“$)(:r) two-scale 
converges strongly to $(5. y). 
(2) Let &(z,Y) b e a sequence converging weakly to $(:r, y) in L’(f2; L$(KY)). Then 
the sequence (Z’fi~$~)(:r) tw - o sea e 1 converges weakly to c$(x, y). 
Proof. - To prove 2, let t9(~, y) be a smooth, KY-periodic function. We have: 
Furthermore, 
in each cell Y; of the type [O; KC]“. Here, zt is the origin of YT. Since 19(zr:y) is 
a smooth function, it is easily seen that EF[Q( 2, $)I converges strongly to /3(x, y) in 
L2(R;L$(KY)), which completes the proof of 2. 
To obtain 1, it remains to prove that, for a fixed test function 4, ((I’/$((Lz(QJ converges 
to &iTlld4I LL(RXKIT). Thanks to Lemma 4.2, we have 
and EfKPfK converges strongly to the identity. This proves the desired result. 
Proof of Proposition 4.4. - Let $Jx, y) b e a sequence converging weakly to $(z, 9) in 
L2(R; L$(KY)). For any C#I E L2(s2: L$(KY)), we need to show that 
lim 
E’O 
By definition of SF, one has 
where U, is now the solution of 
(29) C 
-f2 divA(z, ;)VU,, + U, = P,“‘[~(x, Y)] in fl 
u, = 0 on Xl. 
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By Lemma 4.8 below, U, two-scale converges strongly to the solution uK of (27). By 
Lemma 4.7, the sequence PEK& two-scale converges weakly to $I. Then, by Proposition 
4.6, we can pass to the limit in (28) 
lim 
J F-0 c-2 SI 
(@$)tidxdy, 
R.KY 
uK$dxdy = & 
JJ R KI- 
which concludes the proof since the map 4 -+ u K is obviously continuous self-adjoint 
in L*(R; L$(KY)). 
LEMMA 4.8. - The solution u, of (29) two-scale converges to uK(x, y) which is the 
unique solution in L* (62; H&(KY)) of 
- div, [A(x, y)V,u”] + uK = &n 62 x KY 
y + uK(x, y) KY-periodic. 
Furthermore, u, two-scale converges strongly to uK (x, y), i.e.: 
Proof. - The following a priori estimate is easily derived from equation (29): 
JIGIlL’ + ~1l~%IIL”@2)~ I c- 
Then, there exists a limit uK(z, y) E L2(R; ISi(K such that, up to a subsequence, 
U, and EVU, two-scale converge respectively to ~~(5, y) and V,u”(x, y). Multiplying 
equation (29) by a test function 0(x, :), where 0(x, g) is a smooth, KY-periodic function, 
we pass to the limit and get: 
IS 
A(s, y)V,uKV,Bdzdy + 
JJ 
uK$dxdy = 
. R KY R Klr IS 
4~dxdy, 
.R KY 
which is nothing else than the variational formulation of the limit problem which clearly 
admits a unique solution. The limit u K is therefore unique, and the entire subsequence 
ue two-scale converges to uK. 
Besides, multiplying the equation (29) by uF, we obtain 
J 
c*A(x, z)Vu, . Vu, + 
R E 
which, by virtue of Lemma 4.7, converges to 
1 
--II KN 
4uKdxdy = & 1 .I,, [A(x, y)V,uK . VyuK + IuK I”] dxdy. 
.R.KY I 
Then, using the lower semi-continuity of the two-scale convergence (see [2]), we conclude 
that 
!i J lu,12 = $ J J JuK12dxdy, 
R R KY 
which finishes the proof of Lemma 4.8. 
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To compute the spectrum of g(S”), we use a discrete Bloch waves decomposition in 
L$(KY) (see [l], or [lo], [12], 1221, [23], [37], [41], [49] in the continuous case). This 
Bloch decomposition allows to diagonalize S”. 
LEMMA 4.9. - For any ,function 4(y) E L$(KY) there exists a unique family 
H5(Y)l E L$CY)““* indexed by a multi-index j whose N components belong to 




Furthermore, if I/I(~) is another function in L$(KY) with Bloch components {$j(y)} E 
L;(Y)““‘, we have 
1 
- .I’ cb?dy = c .I,, &li/jdy. K” Kl. 
O<j<K-1 
This decomposition, denoted by t3, defines a unitary isometry from L$ (KY) into L$ (Y)“” 
REMARK 4.10. - Even if the function 4 E L$(KY) is real-valued, its Bloch components 
$j E L;(Y) are complex-valued. Therefore, from now on all functions are supposed to be 
complex-valued. To simplify the exposition, for any functional space we shall use the same 
notation for its real or complex-valued version. 
Proof. - For each multi-index j = 0, . . . . K - 1, let us define d3 in L$ (Y) by 
.(Y+J’l.J q+(y) = & hc qqy + j’)e-2nL--. 
.j’=O 
It suffices now to check that (30) holds true with the above definition of dj: 
(31) 
&yy4(?/+/‘)r-243 =y$(y+.i,) . 
j=o j’=O j'=O 
If j’ = 0, the expression between brackets in the right hand side of (31) is equal to 1. 
If j’ # 0, it is equal to 0, thanks to a well-known property of the K-th roots of 1 in 
the complex plane. This proves (30). Parseval and Plancherel formulae are obtained in 
a similar fashion. 
From Lemma 4.9, we easily deduce the following: 
PROPOSITION 4.11. - The operator S” can be diagonalized as 
SK = t3*TKB with T” = diag[(T’,K)a<jlK-I] 
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where, for each Bloch frequency 0 = j/K, TO is a self-adjoint non-compact operator 
defined in L(L2(b2;L2#(Y))) by 
C 
TO : L’(R; L;(Y)) - L2(cit; L;(Y)) 
4 -u 
where u(x, y) is the unique solution in L2(s2; Hi(Y)) of 
- div, [A(x, y)V, (u~~~~‘.Y)] + ue2xio~Y = gk21riB’Y in Cl x Y. 
Consequently the spectrum of SK is 
a(S”) = u 4T+). 
O<j<K-1 
Proof. - To diagonalize SK, we apply the Bloch wave decomposition to the variational 
formulation of equation (27) defining S K. For any $~(x,y) in L2(R x KY), SK$ is 
defined as the solution U(Z, y) of 
I’ / 
. $1 h-l’ 
A(x) YF@(x, YP$(x> Y) + l L,, 4~ YY)&T Y> = l2 s,, 4(x:, Y)?(x, Y); 
where $ is a test function in L2 (R; II&( KY)). Applying the Bloch decomposition operator 
I3 to both u and $J, we get 
O<j<K-1 -- O<,j<K-1 
and, since A(x, y) is Y-periodic, 
(33) C 1 J’ (A(x,y)V,(u+e2""~.Y) . V,(iJ+e-‘““t~Y) + “+$,) 
O<j<K-1 n ” 
For each Bloch frequency $, (33) is nothing but the vartational formulation of the equation 
defining T+c$+. Therefore, T+ O<j<K-l = f3SKB*. 
( )-- 
PROPOSITION 4.12. - For any jixed x E 2 and f3 E Y we introduce an operator TO,,- 
acting on L;(Y), dejined by 
(34) 
{ 
To,x : L$(Y) - L$(Y) 
$ - u, 
where u(y) is the unique soktion in Hi(Y) of 
(35) - div, [A(x, y)V, (ue2nio’y)] + ue2ri0’y = $e2xie.Y in Y. 
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Then To,~ is a self-adjoint compact operator and its spectrum is 
n(Te.,,.) = (0) u {,~k(H,:r:)}. 
A.21 
where each eigenvalue ~‘(0, x) is continuous with respect to (0, x) E Y x D. Finally, the 
operator Te defined by (32) is non-compact and its spectrum is 
REMARK 4.13. - We recognize in the operators To,x a simple transjormation of the 
operators SQ dejned by (12) since, due to the change of variables (22), their eigenvalues 
are related by 
(36) 
A” 
jr” = (1 + ,p) 
Proof. - Clearly, each operator Te,s is self-adjoint compact. Therefore, its spectrum is 
discrete, and labeling the eigenvalues in decreasing order it is given by 
0s.r = (0) u u {P.“(kq} 
k_>l 
with 
jL1(8,x) 1 jL2(H,X) 2 . . . 2 jLk(QZ) > ‘. . -+ 0. 
Multiplying equation (35) by e-2?riB,Y, yields a new definition of TH,s which has the 
effect that both :E and 0 appear as parameters in the coefficient matrix. More precisely, 
4~) = TO,&(Y) is the unique solution in H&(Y) of 
-(V, - 2inO)A(z, y)(V, + 2in6’)u(y) + u(y) = $(y)in Y 
y ---t u(y) Y-periodic. 
The eigenvalues are then characterized by the min-max formula: 
This implies that P’(x., 0) is continuous (and even Lipschitz) as the min-max of continuous 
functions as remarked by P. Gerard [24]. Here, we have used the assumption that 
:c -+ A(.x, y) is continuous in 2. To prove that TO is non-compact and compute its 
spectrum 
0~) = u Go,.,), 
Jsr 
we use the Weyl criterion. For any eigenvalue IL in o(T~,~,), with eigenvector u(y), a 
sequence 26, of almost eigenvectors for Te is defined by u,(:E, y) = &(x)u(Y), where 
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&(x) is a smooth function concentrating at the point ~0 with \)q&)lLz(o) = 1. It is not 
difficult to check Weyl’s criterion which implies that p belongs to the essential spectrum 
of To, 
Conversely, if ,LL $ a(To,,) for any z E 0, we have 
which implies, since U o(T~,~) is a closed set, that 
zE51 
and hence, LL does not belong to the spectrum of To. 
THEOREM 4.14. - When K goes to +CQ, we have: 
Since @ilo&, and limK,+, cr(SK) are related through the change of variables (36), we 
deduce that, for any sequence F converging to 0, ffB&h C fiin cC20,. 
Proof. - Recall that the choice of the integer K is arbitrary, and that we proved 
Since the spectrum c(To) is continuous with respect to 0, letting K go to +CQ yields 
the desired result. 
REMARK 4.15. - Let us indicate that this method of Bloch wave homogenization has 
already been applied to a different model ofjuid-solid structure (see [6]). 
5. Completeness 
This section is devoted to the proof of the second part of Theorem 3.1. In the previous 
section we proved that 
Here, we prove that the difference between the limit renormalized spectrum and the Bloch 
spectrum is the so-called boundary layer spectrum 
lim Eh2ffF = DBloch u flboundary. 
F--10 
A precise definition of the boundary layer spectrum gbO,,n&ry is given below in 
Definition 5.1. 
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To characterize the limit of the renormalized spectrum F--~cJ~, we consider a sequence 
of eigenvalues ,uLF and eigenvectors 71, E HA (0) such that, up to a subsequence. 
(37) 
(38) 
-c2 div[A(z, :)Vu,] + II, = ku, in 12; 
‘0, = 0 on dR. 
We introduce the distance function to the boundary, denoted by d(z, X2), and defined by 
Assuming that the boundary X2 is Lipschitz, the distance function d(z, 80) belongs to 
IV:@ (62). We are now in a position to define the boundary layer spectrum. 
DEFINITION 5.1. - The boundary layer spectrum oboundarY is defined as the set of all 
limit eigenvalues p such that any corresponding sequence of eigenvectors v, satisfying (37) 
and (38) has also the property that, for any positive integer n > 1, there exists a positive 
constant C(n) > 0 and the entire sequence satisfies 
(39) 
In other words, 
gboundary = {p E lR+ 1 3(pF, ‘u,) solutions of (37)-(38) satisfying (39)). 
Remark that, compared to the Bloch spectrum, the definition of the boundary layer 
spectrum is not explicit. It may even depend on the choice of the sequence c (on the 
contrary of gut&. There is also no guarantee that the boundary layer spectrum does not 
overlap the Bloch spectrum. From (39) we deduce that the sequence v, stays near the 
boundary dR at a maximum distance of the order of t in the sense that 
for any sequence of subsets wF of 62 such that (I(wF, 82) >> F. We shall say that 
such sequences of eigenvectors, whose limit eigenvalue belong to obo,,ndary, decrease 
exponentially fast away from the boundary in the sense that, by virtue of (39), they 
decrease faster than any inverse power of the distance function d(z! 80). 
The main result of this section states that, if the sequence of eigenvectors v, does not 
concentrate near the boundary, then automatically the limit eigenvalue 11 belongs to the 
Bloch spectrum. 
THEOREM 5.2. - Let vu, be a sequence of eigenvectors satisfying (37) and (38). If the limit 
eigenvalue u does not belong to obO,ln&,.y, then it must belong to o&rh. Consequently, 
it implies 
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REMARK 5.3. - Theorem 5.2 gives only a sufticient condition (not necessary) for p to 
belong to o&,-h. There may well be some limit eigenvalues p which belong to both o~l~~k, 
and ob oundary. We do not know if a more stringent definition of ob,,u,&ry could yield an 
empty intersection between these two limit sets. 
Before proving Theorem 5.2, we introduce a definition of so-called “quasi eigenvectors” 
for the spectral problem (38) and prove several intermediate results. 
DEFINITION 5.4. - Let p, be a sequence of eigenvalues for the spectral problem (38) which 
converges to a limit eigenvalue p. A sequence u, E H’(WN) is said to be a sequence of 
quasi eigenvectors associated to the eigenvalues pE if it satisfies 
(1) u, z 0 in RN \ R and (Iu,]]Lz(R) = 1, 
(2) U, is the solution in the sense of distributions in the whole space RN of 
(40) - 
where r, is a remainder term which satisfies 
for all non-zero sequences 20, E H1(WN). 
REMARK 5.5. - Equation (40) holds in RN; there is no more boundary conditions on 
i362. Clearly, Definition 5.4 implies that a sequence of quasi eigenvectors u, satisfies also 
~llV~,IIL”(fP)” 5 c. 
Sequences of quasi eigenvectors are easily built from sequences of eigenvectors which 
do not correspond to a limit eigenvalue p E (Boundary. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. - Let v, be a sequence of eigenvectors satisfying (37) and (38). Assume 
that it does not satisfy (39), namely that the limit eigenvalue does not belong to the boundary 
layer spectrum. Then, there exists a positive integer n 2 1 and a subsequence, still denoted 
by t, such that the sequence 
(41) 
is a sequence of quasi-eigenvectors in the sense of Definition 5.1. 
REMARK 5.7. - We wrongly announced, in our previous note [5], that Proposition 5.6 is 
an alternative, i.e. that either a limit eigenvalue belongs to obou&ary or there exists an 
associated sequence of quasi eigenvectors of the type given by (41). Unfortunately, we are 
unable to prove that, if there exists a sequence of quasi eigenvectors deftned by (41), then 
the limit eigenvalue can not belong to oboundary . 
In several places in the sequel, the following estimate will often be used. 
LEMMA 5.8. - Let v, be a sequence of eigenvectors satisfying (37) and (38). For any 
positive integer n 2 1 there exists a positive constant C(n) > 0 such that: 
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Proof. - For simplicity, let us denote by d the function d(:c, 812) and by A’ the matrix 






-- 1 ~,pd~‘~-iA%~ . Vd. 
CLF 
(d’LU,)2 - 2nt2 
. (1 1 * 11 
Using the coercivity of A’ in the left hand side, and estimating the right hand side, 
(42) yields 
This gives the desired result. 
Proqf of Proposition 5.6. - If a sequence II, does not satisfy (39), then there exists a 
positive integer n > 1 and a subsequence, still denoted by F, such that 
(43) 
where, as in the previous proof, d denotes the function d(z, an). Let us take the smallest 
integer n for which (43) holds. Necessarily n 2 1 since /IzI,[/~L(~) + ~~IVW,II~S(~~)N is 
bounded due to the spectral equation (38). Up to another subsequence, 71, satisfies also 
(44) 
Indeed, if it were not the case, ~-‘~ll~P((~l(o) would be bounded while 
By application of Lemma 5.8, this would imply that 
which is a contradiction with our choice of n being the smallest integer such that (43) holds. 
Another consequence of such a choice is that for 71- 1 there exists a constant C such that 
Let us define 
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and prove that uF is a sequence of quasi eigenvectors. Defining r, by equation (40), for 
any sequence of test functions w, E @(RN) such that jIwEI\~aco~ + EIIVW,\]~Z(~~).N is 
bounded uniformly in e, we have 
There is no contribution on the boundary IX? because Vu, (and not w,) vanishes on Xl 
when n 2 1. Using the spectral equation satisfied by ZIP, an integration by parts yields 
(w&)H-‘,N’(R”) = AV(1i,a7”) . VW, - A’Vv, . V(&u<) 
I 
which, by virtue of (44), goes to 0 with F. Thus u, is a sequence of quasi eigenvectors. 
This property of quasi eigenvectors can be localized in the sense that the matrix of 
coefficients A Z, J 
( > 
can be replaced by a purely periodically oscillating matrix A(zo: :) 
for some fixed z. E 2. 
PROPOSITION 5.9. - Let u, be a sequence of quasi eigenvectors in the sense of DeJinition 
(5.4). Then, there exists a subsequence, still denoted by E, a point ~0 E a, and a sequence 
6, E H’(RaN) of quasi eigenvectorsfor the matrix A(zo, $!), i.e.: 
(1) 6, 5 0 in W” \ R and II~,IIL~(Q) = 1, 
(2) U, is the solution in the sense of distributions in the whole space RN of 
(45) -P’div 
1 
A(zo, z)VU, + CC = --?& + fF. 
6 1 L 
where F, is a remainder term which satisjies 
for all non-zero sequences w, E H’(RN). 
Proof. - If u, is a sequence of quasi eigenvectors, then there exists a sequence of real 
numbers Q, converging to 0, such that 
(b&wf’(WN)I I Q@4b(b?) + wW~llL”(q~) 
for any sequence w, E H’(R) and with T, defined by equation (40). We introduce an 
intermediate scale @, > 0 such that e < ijjE < 1 and 0, is an entire multiple of t, i.e. 
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The domain R is covered by a mesh of non-overlapping cubes (P;)l<i<rLC!j,I of the type -- 
[0, j?,]Ar. The number of such cubes is r~,(&),), which is of the order of 9. We denote by :I$ 
the center of each cube P:, and by a(~) the index such that the L2-norm of U, is maximum 
on the cube P$<,. For the sake of simplicity, we denote P:cF, by P’. In other words, 
(46) 
Since Cl<i<n(,&) lb’lIL(P’) = 1, we deduce that there exists a positive constant C > 0 -- 
such that 
(47) Jl~,llLqP’) 2 wy. 
Since x:(~) runs in the compact set 52, there exists a subsequence, still denoted by t, and 
a limit point x0 E 2, such that 
Let us define a smooth function 4 E D(RN) such that 
~$20 in W”, 
$51 in [-l/2, +1/2]5 
$EO outside [-1:+11X 
The quasi eigenvector uF is localized around xZ~~) by multiplying it by a cut-off function 
& defined by 
This yields a function U, defined in H1 (R”) by 
Let D’ be the support of &. We choose the intermediate scale /?C to be 
(49) /& = max (\/;:o$“). 
(This implies that E < ,& < 1 and a:‘N < pt.) Then, by Lemma 5.10 below, the 
following estimates hold for ~~~ in D’ 
and 
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To prove that GE is also a sequence of quasi eigenvectors for the matrix A 
define a remainder term ?, by 
(52) - 
We check the desired property for ?, by multiplying 52) by w, E H1(RN). Integrating by 
parts and using equation (40) satisfied by uE, we obtain: 
(~~?w,)H-‘,H’(RN) = AtV(&uF). Vw,dx- -c2 s A’TJu, . W&we) + (G, ~~w,)H-~,H~(RN) R > 
1 
= Ilk4IL~(n) (.I 




~(fi,W,)H-‘,H’(RN)I I IIu e 
+ll~~\I~~(n)ll~~~l\~“(D~)~) 
+ ~~(lldw~lIL’(R) + EllV(~,W,)llL”(R)“)). 
Using estimates (47), (50), and (51) leads to 
1(+4H-wvN)I L- w,l(ll~~IIL~(n) + m4llLyq~) 
+ Ca&-N’2 (IIw,(ILz(f2) + E(IV’W,~~L~(~~)N). 
From our choice (49) of PE, we know that both CX,/&~‘~ and Q?;l converge to 0, and 
we obtain the desired result 
(53) 
To conclude, let us prove that U, is also a sequence of quasi eigenvectors for the matrix 
4 x0, T). Defining a remainder term ?F by 
we multiply it by 20, E H1(RN) with (Iw,\~~z(~, + E(IV’IU,J~~~(~~~ unifody bounded 
(54) (ye, w,) = (Fe, w,) + E2 s,. (+o. +o, ;))VC .Vw,. 
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The first term in the right hand side of (54) goes to zero in view of (53), while the 
second term is bounded by 
(WWllL-y62)~) (fll~~,llL’(w\‘) sup ((A(qp y) - A(:r, ?)llL, (l.i,,r’. 
.XED* 
which goes to zero with f since the set D’ concentrates near :x0 and the matrix i4(n:. ~1) 
is continuous in z with values in L#“(Y)lV-. 
LEMMA 5.10. - Let P’ be the cube of size 0, where the L2-norm of U, is maximum (see 
(46)). Let D’ be the support ~$4~ (see (48)). Ifthe intermediate scale & is chosen such that 
then there exists a positive constant C > 0 such that: 
and 
(57) fI(v%l,&,“(D’).V < cll?&“(p’). 
Proof. - Estimate (56) is obvious since P’ is included in D’, which is covered by at 
most 3N cubes Pi 
a smooth function 
and the maximum L2-norm is attained on P’. To prove estimate (57) 
Q!J E D(lR”) is introduced such that 
7) > 0 in RAV, 
7/) G 1 in [-1, +l]“: 
T/i EE 0 outside [-2; +2]“. 
Defining another cut-off function ~/I~(x:) = li/( *) and multiplying equation (40), 
satisfied by uF, by 3/1zuC, yield 
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since the support of qE is covered by a finite number (independent of E) of cubes 
P;’ and J(V~Fll~ffi(~~)l~ I CPF1. On the other hand, (47) and (55) implies that 
0, < pGNf” 5 CJJzl,(ILZCpkI and .$;l goes to zero. Finally, we obtain 
~2/l~m&(,)2’ I c IIU.&rt) + +xbev Eli 2 ( ‘u. L (12)” ll21.IlL’(P)) 1
from which the desired result (57) is easily deduced. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. - By Propositions 5.6 and 5.9 we already know that, if b does not 
below to ~houndary then there exist 20 E 2 and a subsequence G, of quasi eigenvectors 
for the matrix A(zo, %). Remark that if the matrix A depends only on y, and not on Z, 
Proposition 5.9 is unnecessary since it is used only to “freeze” the macroscopic variable 
Z. The quasi eigenvectors U, have compact support in a. Let us define K, as the smallest 
integer such that the cube QE = [O; eKEIN contains fl (K, is of the order of e-l). Since 
?i, is identically equal to zero outside R, it belongs to II&( 
In a first step, we apply the Bloch wave decomposition to U, in the cube QF. Let j 
be a multi-index running in { 0, 1, . . . , K, - l}“. For simplicity, we indicate its range by 
the notation 0 < j 5 K, - 1. According to Lemma 4.9 (and its generalization to Sobolev 
spaces), there exists a unique family (~j(y))~<~<~,-~ of functions in W&(Y) such that 
By Plancherel theorem, 
Remark that (EK~)~ is just the volume of the cube Qt and is therefore of order 1. Then, 
each Bloch component u”;(y) is decomposed on the hilbertian basis of L;(Y) made of the 
eigenfunctions of To,,, defined by (34), with the same Bloch frequency 0 = j/K,. Here, 
z. is precisely the same point in n that appear in the purely periodic matrix A(zo, :). 
We denote by (p”(0), ~“(8, y)),+r the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of To,~~ which satisfy 
(jr~~ll~;(~~) = 1 and 
(59) - div, [A(zo, y)V, (vke2Tie.y)] + vke2rrie’y = &vkezni*, in Y. 
Actually, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors (p”(e), v’(B, y))kzr depend also on the point 
zo. For simplicity, we do not state explicitly this dependence. There exist complex 
coefficients {~$(j/K~)}k~~ such that 
4(Y) = c k>14(j&)v~(j$Y). 
- 
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The orthonormality property of the eigenfunctions implies that 
In a second step, we introduce a modulation M(ii,) of the sequence of quasi-eigenvectors 
G’F defined by: 
where the functions $“(e) are continuous, Y-periodic, and uniformly bounded 
SUP lI?bklIc##(l-) < +m. 
k-21 
It is easily seen that, by definition, the modulation M(ii,) belongs to H$+ (St) and satisfies 
the same a priori estimates than 17., 
lIM(fL)lb(~~) + ~VM(~)IILJ(G),)N L C. 
Multiplying the quasi-spectral equation (45) by the conjugate M(&), leads to 
G,M(fi,)dz = @. 
in which the right hand side tends to 0 by virtue of Lemma 5.9. Then, using the orthogonality 
properties of the Bloch waves and of the eigenfunctions as well as the spectral equation 
(59), equation (60) becomes 
where d( 1) tends to zero with F. 
In a third step, we define a family {$(~)} k/l of Bloch measures, associated to the 
sequence ‘IL,, by 
where ?&, denotes the Dirac mass at the frequency 00. Each u,“(e) is a non-negative 
Radon measure defined in Y. Since U, has a unit norm in L2(fl), the sum of the integrals 
of these measures is equal to 1 
dvf(8) = 1. 
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The sequence of Bloch measures is therefore bounded. Up to a subsequence, there exists 
a family of limit measures (P(0)) k>r such that each v,” converges to uk in the sense 




duk(e) = 1, 
k>l y 
which proves that, at least, some of them are not identically zero. Of course, we have 
OIC J h”(e) 5 1. k>l y 
For each fixed lc we have 
&a(e) = l/ ~Jv). 
If for all 6 > 0, there exists a rank lo, such that, for any t, 
w 
d&e) L 6 
k>kn y 
then we easily deduce (62). Let us assume it is not the case: there exists a positive 
constant S > 0, a subsequence, still denoted by E, and a sequence of integers /G(C), going 
to +CG, such that 
Now, recall that 
~211wl~~(Qe)” 
and, by virtue of (59), 
llVw’“(8, y) + 2i7rhk(4 j/y>112 1 c (A -I> vote, 
where the positive constant C does not depend on k nor 0. We deduce that 
which goes to +oo since for any 0 E Y 
lim pk(e) = 0. 
k-++m 
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This is a contradiction with the fact that tOti, is bounded in L”(0)-‘-. Therefore (62) 
is proved. 
With the help of the Bloch measures. equation (61) can be rewritten 
(f-53) 
Since the test functions ll,k’ and the eigenvalues ~6’ are continuous in 0, one can pass 
to the limit in (63) 
Since by virtue of (62) some of the limit measures zjk are necessarily not zero, there exists 
at least one energy level k and a frequency H such that 
which finishes the proof of Theorem 5.2. 
REMARK 5.11. - In the proof of Theorem 5.2 we used a sequence of quasi-eigenvectors 
U, rather than the sequence of true eigenvectors TJ,. The reason is that, although 6, or 
v, are equal to 0 outside Q it is not the case for the modulation M(G) or M( u,). 
Therefore, multiplying the spectral equation by M(vF) and integrating by parts would 
produce a contribution on the boundary dR which, unfortunately, cannot be neglected. 
Such a d@iculty does not occur with U, which satisfies an equation in RN without boundary 
conditions (see Proposition 5.9). 
REMARK 5.12. - We emphasize that the Bloch measure technique allows only to prove that 
The reverse inclusion has to be proved independently by the Bloch wave homogenization 
method. In this sense, these two methods are complementary. 
The Bloch measures introduced here play, more or less, the role of semi-classical (or 
Wigner) measures in the context of Schriidinger equation (see e.g. [24], [31], [32], [47]). 
6. Non-critical scalings 
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 3.2 concerning the asymptotic behavior of 
the resealed spectrum a;’ ffF for a non critical scaling of, i.e. for a sequence of positive 
numbers a, such that: 
lima, = 0 and 
F’O 
either !@; $ = 0, 
or lim s = foe. 
F’O F 
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To study the eigenvalues X, of (1) which are of the order of a:, we again modify slightly 
the spectral equation which becomes 
(64) 
{ ;a;~(A(x,+) +?I, = +ve 6”, tn 
F- 
When labeling the eigenvalues of (1) and (64) in decreasing order, this has the effect of 
a change of variable for the eigenvalues 
while leaving invariant the eigenfunctions v, . k As in section 4, we introduce an operator 
3, E W2(W, associated to (64), defined by 
(65) 
{ 
3, : L2(s2) - L2(R) 
f - UC, 
where u, is the unique solution in H,’ (Cl) of 
(66) 
The analysis of the sequence of operators 3, is similar to that presented in section 4. 
However, the main difference here is the absence of interaction between the homogenization 
scale 6 and the singular perturbation scale a,. Roughly speaking, if E is smaller than n,, 
then homogenization occurs first and the singular perturbation concerns the homogenized 
system. On the other hand, if E is larger than a,, then the singular perturbation occurs 
first at a microscopic scale and homogenization is irrelevant. This yields some technical 
differences between these two cases. We begin with the largest scales a,. 
6.1. Large scales: F << a, < 1 
As in section 4 we extend the operator s,, originally defined in L2(n), to a larger space 
of oscillating functions with period a,. For any positive number !. > 0, let 2 be the cube 
2 = [0, e]“. We define an extended operator S: E C(L2(R x Z)) by 
(67) Sf = E$F?,P,” 
where P,” and Ez are respectively a projection from L2 (R; L;(Z)) into L2(s2) and an 
extension from L2(R) into L2(0;L2#(Z)). T o insure that 5’: is still self-adjoint, we ask 
P,” and Ez to be adjoint one from the other. To be sure that 3, and 5’: have the same 
spectrum, we ask the product PpE: to be equal to the identity in L2(fl). Such conditions 
are satisfied by: 
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where the family (Z,C),,,+~,~(,) -- of non-overlapping cells of the type [O; &]lV covers 12 
(xz* is the characteristic function of 2: and :r:: its origin). As before, Sf is self-adjoint 
because (P,“)* = E,” and its spectrum is exactly that of S, since PiEj = Zdr,~(r2). 
THEOREM 6.1. - The sequence Sg converges strongly to u limit operator S1 in the sense 
that, for any 4(x., Z) E L2(0; L!&(Z)), $4 converges strongly to S”(i, in L2(52; L$( Z)), 
and Se4 = ue is the unique solution in L2(0: H&(Z)) of 
(SS) - div, [A*(:r:)V,u’] + 1~’ = ~5 in 62 x Z. 
Moreover, Se is a selfadjoint non-compact operator in L2 (0; L;(Z)). 
COROLLARY 4.2. - For any choice of the sequence t going to 0, the limit of (~~)-~a~ is 
the entire positive real axis, or equivalently 
,‘& cT(SJ = u a(SV) = [O: I]. 
e>o 
REMARK 4.3. - Corollary 6.2 can be interpreted as a dens$cation of the spectrum of S, 
upon resealing at size a:. However, the limit problem (68) is probably not the only one to 
describe the limiting behavior of the spectrum at this range of frequency. 
Proof of Corollary 6.2. - From Theorem 6.1 we deduce that limF,n a(Sf) > CT(S”). 
Moreover, for any positive e > 0, the spectrum G(S~) is obtained from a(S1) by a simple 
transformation since the coefficient matrix in (6.8) does not depend on z. Labeling in 
increasing order the eigenvalues ($)kri of Se, they satisfy 
By varying e > 0 the range of each eigenvalue $ (for k 1 2) is exactly [0, 11. Since all 
the eigenvalues of S, lie in [0, 11, this implies the desired result. 
In order to prove Theorem 6.1, we have to analyze the asymptotic behavior of the 
sequence of solutions to problem (66) when f = P:[$(z:, z)], where $(x, z) is a given 
function in L2(R; L;(Z)). Problem (66) with such a sequence of right hand sides involves 
three different scales, namely 1, F and (L,. Therefore, the classical two-scale convergence 
is inoperative here, and one has to call for its generalization as described in [3]. We 
briefly recall the main results of the multi-scale convergence method (in our case, we 
just have three scales). 
PROPOSITION 6.4. - 
(1) Let 11, be a bounded sequence in L2(62). There exist a subsequence, still denoted by 
F, and a limit ~‘(2, z, y) E L2(R; L$(Z x Y)) such that zi, three-scale converges 
weakly to v” in the following sense 
for all functions cp(z, Z, y) E Lz(sl; C#(Z x Y)). 
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(2) Let V, be a sequence of functions in L2( 0) which three-scale converges weakly to a 
limit ~‘(2, y) E L2(R; L$(Z x Y)). Assume furthermore that: 
Then vu, is said to three-scale converge strongly to v” in the sense that, for any 
sequence w, in L2( 0) which three-scale converges weakly to a limit w’(x, y) E 
L2(f12; L$(Z x Y)), we have 
for all smooth functions cp(z, z, y) E C@; C#(Z x Y)). 
(3) Let vu, be a bounded sequence in L2(R) such that a,Vu, is also bounded in L2( O)N. 
There exist a subsequence, still denoted by E, and a limit v’(z, 2) E L2 (0; H&(Z)), 
which is independent of y, such that 11, three-scale converges to v”(x, 2). Moreover, 
there exists ~~(2, z, y) E L2(R x 2; Hk(Y)) such that a,Vu, three-scale converges 
to [V,v0(2, z) + V,vl(x, z, y)]. 
ProofofTheorem6.1.-Let 4(x,2) be afunctionin L2(RxZ) and#“(x,z) beasequence 
of functions converging weakly to a limit 0(x:, z) in L2(R x 2). By definition, we have 
where %I,, is the solution of 
From Lemma 4.7, we know that (I’:&)( x ) t wo-scale converges to 0(x, 2). From Lemma 6.5 
below, u,(x) two-scale converges strongly to ~‘(2, z), solution of (70). Thus, defining a 
limit operator Se by 1~’ = Se$, we obtain 
lim(Szb(x, z), B’(x, 2)) = & / / u’(x, z)e(x, z)dxdz = (S”&i9). 
F-i0 R z 
Therefore, the sequence of operators 5’: converges strongly to Se, and as a consequence 
hliIla(S~) 3 ,(se). 
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LEMMA 6.5. - Let uF be the solution of problem (69). The sequence ‘u,(x) two-,ycale 




- div,[A*(z)V,~vO] + 71,’ = 4 in (2 x Z 
z + %L~‘(:I:, z) Z-periodic. 
Proof - Standard a priori estimates on IL, are 
ll~4lLqf2) + QJV4IL~(~2)” F c. 
By virtue of Proposition 6.4, there exists a subsequence, still denoted by F, and two limits 
.u’(x~z) E L2(QH$(Z)) and 71~(:1:,z,y) E ,C2(0; H.$(Z x Y)), such that ‘uu, and Q,VU, 
three-scale converge weakly to U” and V,U’ + V,ul respectively. Let us now multiply 
equation (69) by a test function of the following form 
+ ;)+;//+ ;, g. 
where 4(:r, z) and $‘( X, z, y) are smooth functions, periodic in 2 and y. Integrating by 
parts, and recalling that (I, >> 6, we get 
Passing to the limit, it becomes: 
.I/ A(x, y)[V,u’ f V,$] . [V& + V,$‘]dxdydz 12. Zx17 + II u’$dxdydz = II 4(x, 2)$(x: z)dxdydz. . (2 zx1- . 0. zxl’ 
Since U’ and 4 are independent of y, the y variable can be eliminated by introducing the 
solutions of the usual local problems 
C 
- div,A(:c, y)(V,~?(:l;, y) + ei) = 0 in Y x 62 
y H wi(z, y) Y-periodic. 
A simple calculation shows that 
JV duo 
uyx, y, 2) = c 7(x, z)wS(x, y). 
i=l dzi 
Thus, u’(x,~) resolves the homogenized problem corresponding to the usual homogenized 
matrix A*(z). 
To prove that uF two-scale converges strongly to u”, we repeat the argument used in 
the proof of Lemma 4.8. Thanks to Lemma 4.7, applied to the reference cell Z instead of 
KY, we see that P~+(x, z) two-scale converges strongly to $(.x, 2). Therefore, we have 
liil (a:A(x. E)Vue . Vu,tzl:)dx= k ll (A*(x)V,U’ . V,u”+(u0)2)dxdz. 
Therefore, using the lower semi-continuity of the two-scale convergence (see [2]) we 
conclude that U, two-scale converges strongly to 1~~. 
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6.2. Small scales: a, << F 
To study the case of small scales, we keep the definition (65-66) of the operator S, and 
slightly modify the extension Sf as follows 
Sf = E$,Pf : L2(R x Y x 2) - L2(R x Y x Z), 
where 2 = [0, J!]” is the reference cell and P,” is a new projection operator, defined by 
p’ = pU)pW F F 6 : L2(R x Y x 2) - Lc’(O), 
where PL’) and Pi2’ are respectively a projection operator from L2(Q x Y) onto L2( Q) 
and a projection from L2 (R x Y x 2) onto L2( Sz x Y). They are defined as follows 
vfgx, y) E L2(R x Y), (PJ”m)(2) = -& / $(a’, Z)dr’ 
I” 
in each one of the non-overlapping cells Y,’ of the type [O; elN covering Sz, and 
in each one of the non-overlapping cubes Z; of the type [O; %]” covering Y. 
On the other hand, E: is an extension operator whose definition is as follows: 
Ef = ,I+?E(l) E F F : L2(Q) - L2(R x Y x Z), 
where, Ei2) and E!l) are respectively an extension operator from L2(0) into L2(0 x Y) 
and an extension from L2( R x Y) into L2( Q x Y x Z). They are defined by: 
n(e) 
U(x) E L2(W (E!2)f)(~> Y) = 1 xX+f(4 + EY)> 
i=l 
where, as usual, zg is the origin of each cell Yi’ and xl is its characteristic function and 
7Lf (c) 
t/$(x, y) E L2(S2 x Y), (E:%b)(z, y, z) = c xz+)~(~; + cy, y,F + $2). 
i = 1 
where y,: is the origin of each cell Z:. 
It can be checked that E: = (P,‘)* and P:Ef = IdL:! (R). Therefore Sg is also a ’ F 
self-adjoint, compact operator and it has the same spectrum as S,. 
THEOREM 6.6. - The sequence of operators Sf converges strongly to a limit Se which 
is given by 
se : L2(52 x Y x Z) - L2(62xY XZ) 
4(X> Y> 2) - uO(x:? Y, 21, 
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where u~(~.,zJz) is the unique .solution in L’(b2 x Y; H&(Z)) of 
- div,A(z. y)O,u” + u” = 4 in fl x Y x 2 
2 +--+ u” Z-periodic. 
Therefore, iii? Q( S,“) > Q( S”) and furthermore, 
_ __~_ hino = u a(Se) = [O, I]. I’ 
Y>O 
Proof. - The proof is completely analogous to that of Theorem 6.1. It appeals to the 
same ingredients, and still uses techniques from the three-scale convergence method. In 
particular, a new technical lemma generalizing Lemma 4.7 is required in order to prove that: 
(1) Ifo(z,Y, ) z is a given function in L2(Q L‘$(Y x Z)), then the sequence (PfB)(z) 
converges strongly in the sense of three-scale convergence to 0(x:, y, 2). 
(2) If et(x, y, z) is a sequence converging weakly to 0(x:, y, 2) in L2(Q; L$(Y x Z)), 
then the sequence (PfB,)(:c) converges weakly in the sense of three-scale 
convergence to 0(x, y: z). 
Since these results are quite standard generalizations of their two-scale counterparts, we 
refer to Lemma 4.7 without further details. 
7. Boundary layer spectrum 
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 3.5 which characterizes the boundary layer 
spectrum. We proceed in two steps corresponding to sections 4 and 5 adapted to the special 
case of flboundary . In a first subsection, we extend the operators ,!?, to a functional space 
made of functions ‘which oscillate transversaly to a plane boundary C and which decay 
away from C. This extended sequence of operators converges to a new limit operator 
which captures these sequences of eigenvectors concentrating on C. We characterize this 
limit spectrum gc which may contain new eigenvalues not included in ~uio&. In a second 
subsection, we prove a completeness result which states that the boundary layer spectrum 
Crboundary is precisely contained in the union of all the limit spectra gc corresponding to 
the different parts C that make up the whole boundary X2. Finally, a third subsection 
is devoted to a brief generalization of the previous analysis to the case when C is a 
lower-dimensional part of the boundary dR, namely corners in 2-D. 
7.1. Boundary layer homogenization 
In this subsection we assume that R is a cylindrical bounded open set in R” in the sense 
that there exist C, a bounded open set in RN-l, and L > 0, a positive length, such that 
(71) 0 = Cx]O; L[. 
With no loss of generality, we assume that the axis of the cylindrical domain 62 is the Nt” 
direction: a generic point z E R is denoted by 5 = (z’: ZN) with ic’ E C and .z’~ ~10: L[. 
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The goal of this subsection is to analyze the asymptotic behavior of that part of the 
spectrum o(,!?~) which corresponds to eigenvectors concentrating on the boundary C x (0). 
At this point, no restrictions are made on the sequence E which goes to zero. 
Similarly, we define a semi-infinite band 
G = Y’x]O; +co[, 
where Y’ =]O, l[N-l is the unit cell in W N-1. A generic point y in G is denoted by 
y = (y’,yN) with y’ E Y’ and 9~ E ll#+. 
Recall that the operator 3, is defined by (see (23)): 
(72) 
{ 
3, : L2(0) - L2(R) 
f - UC, 
where usF is the unique solution in Hi(Q) of 
(73) 
i 
-e2 div[A(Lc, :)VU~] + u, = f in 52, . 
u, = 0 on 80. 
As in section 4, we extend the operator 3, to a space of two-scale oscillating functions. 
However, here we choose a space corresponding to boundary layers near C x (0): 
L2 (C; L’# (KG)) where K 2 1 is a given positive integer, and KG denotes the semi-infinite 
band [0, KIN-l x10; +co[. It is a space of two-scale functions oscillating periodically in y’ 
parallel to C, and decaying to 0 as yN goes to infinity (in the sense of square integrable 
functions in the semi-infinite band G). More precisely, L;(G) is defined by: 
L;(G) = {4(y) E L2(G) ] y’ H $(y’,yN) is Y’-periodic}. 
Similarly, we define H&(G) as the Sobolev space of all functions in H1 (G) which are 
Y/-periodic and vanishes for yN = 0 
(74) f&(G) = MY) E H’(G) I Y’ H +(y’, ye) is Y/-periodic, and $~(y’, 0) = O}. 
An extented operator BF E L(L2( C; L$(KG))) is defined by 
(75) Bfc = Ef(SEPF, 
where PeK and EF are respectively a projection from L2 (C; L”# (KG)) onto L2 (0) and an 
extension from L2(C!) into L2(C; L$(KG)). T . o insure that BF is still self-adjoint, we ask 
PcK and E,” to be adjoint one from the other. To be sure that 3, and BF have the same 
spectrum, we ask the product P,” E,K to be equal to the identity in L2(R). The Hilbert 
space L2(C; L$(KG)) is equipped with the scalar product 
To build such extension and projection operators, we introduce a regular mesh of size 
Kt of the boundary C: let (C~)l~iSn,(C) be a family of non-overlapping cells of the type 
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/\‘I covering C (the number of cells is IL’(~) which is of the order of P ). 
by $ the origin of each cell Et, and by ;u:(:J:‘) its characteristic function. 
projection operator by: 
Pfi : L’(C;L$(KG)) + L?(U) 
and an extension operator by 
Efi : L2(R) + L’(C;L;(KG)) 
U’(F) 
(77) f(x) H c X:(x%($ + f?/‘> CYN), 
?=I 
their announced properties are checked in the following 
LEMMA 7.1. - The operators Pfi and Efi dejined by (76) and (77) sati&: 
and 
PCK E; = ItlLz (f2), (P;)* = FE;. 
Furthermore, the product EF Pfi converges strongly to the identity in the space 
L(L2(C; L$(KG))). 
Proof. - The proof of lemma (7.1) is very similar to that of Lemma 4.2. Therefore, 
we simply sketch the derivation of the estimate for PfKq3 (that for E,ff is parallel). By 
definition of the mesh (C;‘)15;1.,l,(F), we have 
Since by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality in CT 
we deduce 
I’ .n IP”12d’c ’ (KC;“’ 
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By the change of variables y = :, we obtain 
THEOREM 7.2. - The sequence Bfi converges strongly in C(L2(C; L$(KG))) to a limit 
operator B K defined, for any C$ E L2(C; L$( KG)), by B” 4 = uK the unique solution 
in L2(C;H&(KG)) of: 
(78) 
1 
- div, [A((z’, 0), y)V,u”(d, y)] + uK(d, y) = qS(zd, y) in C x KG 
uK(d, (y’, 0)) = 0 on 1/N = 0 
y’ + u~(z’, (y’, ye)) [0, KIN-l-periodic. 
Moreover, B” is a self-adjoint non-compact operator in L(L2(C; L$(KG))) satisfying 
Remark that, since the solution u K of (78), considered as a function of 9, belongs to 
H,&(KG), it decreases to 0 in a weak sense as ye goes to infinity. Of course, by Rellich 
theorem (see e.g. [42], [28], [43]), we can also deduce from the strong convergence of 
B,” to BK the corresponding strong convergence of the spectral families which can be 
interpreted as an “averaged” convergence of the eigenvectors. To compute the spectrum 
of BK, we diagonalize BK by using a v ariant of the Bloch wave decomposition: Bloch 
frequencies are introduced only for the space variables parallel to the boundary C. The 
proof of this partial Bloch wave decomposition is identical to that of Lemma 4.9. 
LEMMA 7.3. - For any function 4(y) E L’$(KG) there exists a unique family 
OT+$(Y/)> E L$(G)KN-l, indexed by a multi-index j’ whose N - 1 components belong 
to (0,. . . , K - l}, such that 




This decomposition, denoted by B’, deJines a unitary isometly from L&(KG) into 
L;(G)KN-l 
From Lemma 7.3, we easily deduce the following: 
PROPOSITION 7.4. - The operator B” can be diagonalized as 
B” = B’*diag[(Bj,,K)olj’~K-l] B’, 
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where, for each Bloch frequency H’ = ,j’/K, LI:H, is u self-adjoint non-compact operator 
defined in L(L2(C;L$+(G))) by 
(7% 
{ 
Bg/ : L2(C; L;(G)) + L2(C; L$(G)) 
4 - 11, 
where u(x’, 9) is the unique solution in L”(C; HA1#(G)) of 
{ 
- div, [n((~‘, o), y)V, (~cs~~0’~~‘)] + u~~~~“.Y’ = +e2~a0’-~’ in c x G 
4x’, (Y’, 0)) = 0 on yN = 0 
y’ -+ u(z’, (y’, ye)) Y’-periodic. 
The spectrum of BK is then a( B”) = IJ ~(BII ). 
O<,j’<K-1 K 
In order to characterize the spectrum of BB/, we freeze the 5’ variable. For any fixed 
x’ E E and 8’ E Y’ we introduce an operator BeJ,2, acting on L$(G), defined by 
(80) 
C 
BP ,zcI : L;(G) - L;(G) 
4 - u, 
where U(Y) is the unique solution in H,&(G) (defined by 74)) of: 
i 
- &v, b((x’, O), y)V, (,,2ri@‘.Y’>] + ue2Ti@.Y’ = 4,zrif.Y in G 
u(y’, 0) = 0 on yN = 0 
y’ --f ~(y’, yN) Y/-periodic. 
Remark that each operator Be,,+ is non-compact since the band G is unbounded. Therefore 
its spectrum may be not purely discrete. As usual its spectrum can be decomposed into 
its discrete and essential parts 
PROPOSITION 7.5. - The operator BB~,~I is a self-adjoint non-compact operator whose 
essential spectrum is given by 
where To,~ is the operator de$ned in Proposition 4.12. Furthermore, each discrete 
eigenvalue in odisc( Bet,,/) is locally continuous in (S’, x’), and its associated eigenvector 
is exponentially decreasing when yjN goes to inJinity. 
Globally, the spectrum of B~~,zt is continuous in (O’, x’) as a subset of R+. Therefore, 
defining the limit spectrum associated to the suMace C by 
we have 
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REMARK 7.6. - The discrete spectrum of Be, Vzt is made of, at most, a countable number 
of eigenvalues. In some cases it may be reduced to a$nite number of eigenvalues, or even 
be empty, according to the choice of the matrix A(x, y). If A(x, y) depends only on 3~ 
and has a simple form (for example, it takes only a jinite number of values}, an explicit 
computation of the discrete spectrum of B~I +I can be peqormed by solving a simple I-D 
ordinary diflerential equation. Such an example shows that the discrete spectrum may be 
empty or not, depending on the values of A(x, y). 
To prove Theorem 7.2, we recall the following results from [7] concerning two-scale 
convergence in the sense of boundary layers (for further references on boundary layers in 
homogenization, see e.g. [8], [9], [ll], [27], [30]). 
PROPOSITION 7.7. 
(1) Let U, be a sequence in L2(Q) such that 
There exists a subsequence, still denoted by u,, and a limit ug(x’, y) E 
L2(C; L$(KG)) such that u, two-scale converges weakly in the sense of boundary 
layers to ~0, i.e. 
uc(x)cp(x’, ;)dx = uo(x’, Y)cp(X’, Y)dX’dY 
for all test functions (P(x’, y) E L$(G; C(c)). 
(2) Let u, be a sequence which two-scale converges weakly in the sense of boundary 
layers to ug, and furthermore satisfies 
Then, u, is said to two-scale converge strongly in the sense of boundary layers to ug, 
which means that, for any sequence v, in L’(R) which two-scale converges weakly 
in the sense of boundary layers to a limit VO(X’, y) E L2(C x KG), one has 
~Jo(d YbJoW Y)4w, Y)dX’dY, 
for all smooth functions 4(x’, y) E C(%; C$(KG)). 
(3) Let IL, be a sequence in H,‘(R) such that 
There exists a subsequence, still denoted by u,, and a limit uo(x’, y) E 
L2(C f&(KG)) such that u, two-scale converges in the sense of boundary layers 
to ug, and tVu, two-scale converges in the sense of boundary layers to V,uo. 
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We also need another lemma, very similar to Lemma 4.7, the proof of which is safely 
left to the reader. 
LEMMA 7.8. 
(1) Let 4(x’, y) be afunction in I?(C: L$(KG)). Th en, the sequence Pfi$ two-scale 
converges strongly in the sense of boundary layers to 4. 
(2) Let @(x1, ;v) b e a sequence converging weakly to 4(x’, 9) in L2( C; I,$ (KG)). Then, 
the sequence P,‘i@ two-scale converges weakly in the sense of boundary layers to &. 
Proof of Theorem 7.2. - Let yii,(x’; y) be a sequence converging weakly to $(:c’, 1~) in 
L2(C;L$(KG)). For any 4 E L2(C;L2#(KG)), we need to show that 
. lim F-+0 l-1 
(Bfcjq&dz’dy = . 
11 
(BT#+$dddy. 
. ?1: . KG . Ip. KG 
By definition of Bf’ and since (EF)* = F-I P,‘i, one has 
where uc = sF(Pfi$) is the unique solution of 
Using Proposition 7.7, it is easily seen that u, two-scale converges weakly in the sense bf 
boundary layers to a limit u~(:I:‘, y) which is the unique solution of (78) in L2(C; H&(G)). 
Furthermore, since P;“$ two-scale converges strongly to 4, a simple computation (similar 
to that in the proof of Proposition 4.4) shows that 1~, two-scale converges strongly too. 
Finally, using Lemma 7.8, we can pass to the limit 
Defining the operator BK by ~1,~ = BK$, one can easily check its desired properties. 
Proof of Proposition 7.5. - The operator Bo,,rf is clearly non-compact since G is 
unbounded. Let us first characterize its essential spectrum by using the Weyl criterion. Let 
p be in CJ~~~(B~,,,~) and II,, be an associated Weyl sequence of eigenvectors, i.e. 
11%71lL’(G) = 1. ‘i’,, - 0 weakly in L2(G), 
BP ,.I-’ ‘G, - /LV,, = T,, ---f 0 strongly in L2 (G). 
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Let us check that for any R > 0 the sequence V, converges strongly to 0 in L2(G~) with 
GR = G n (Y’ x (0, R)). By definition w, = BB,,~:‘w~ satisfies 
From equation (82) we deduce that ww, is uniformly bounded in H’(GR) and, by Rellich 
compactness theorem, that w, is compact in L2(GR). Since v,~ = kw,, + T, converges 
weakly to 0, we deduce that both v, and w, converge strongly to 0 in L2 (GR). Then, 
using again equation (82) it is easily seen that w, converges strongly to 0 in H1 (GR). 
Let 4(y~) E C”(W) be a smooth cut-off function such that 4 =_ 0 on ] - cc: l] and 
4 = 1 on [2; +oo[. We build a new Weyl sequence defined by U, = @u, (remark 
that lldwll~~(~) + 1). Defining t, = 4w,, it is the solution in the entire band 
[O. 1]“-l x] - cc; +co[ of 
tne2ri@‘,Y’ )I + tne2xio’.Y’ = $llne2ai0’.Y’ + ,,.h, 
with 
r:, zz -w, div[nV (qhe2nie”y’)] - 2AV (wne27ielyl) . 04. 
Since ww, converges strongly to 0 in H:,,(G) and Vg5 has compact support, it implies that 
r; converges strongly to 0 in the band [0, llN-’ x] - cc; +oc[. Therefore, U, is a Weyl 
sequence for an equation similar to (82), but posed in the whole band [0, l]“-i xl-~0; +oc[. 
It is possible to apply to this equation the Bloch decomposition in the yN direction, and 
therefore to prove that its spectrum is nothing but the union of the spectra of the operators 
T(,r,;O),(B1.~,,,) when 0~7 runs in [0, 11. This yields that ,U belongs to u ~(q~~.o),(e?J,v)). 
O<BN<l 
To prove the reverse inclusion, (T(T~,,,~)(~~,~~J) C ~(OQ/.,!), we take an eigenvalue 
/A and eigenvector u of T(Z1,o~(~f,~N~, normalized by ]]u]]LL(I~) = 1. We build a Weyl 
sequence v, for Be,,,r defined by 
where $,, is a sequence of smooth cut-off functions given by 
i 




?hL(YN) = 0 on n + 1 5 y,~. 
Remark that ]]u+ 7L LZ(~) goes to $00 with n. It is easily seen that w, converges weakly ]I 
to 0 in L2 (G), while the function r-n defined by 
converges strongly to 0 in L2(G). Therefore, p belongs to the essential spectrum of Bo,.~, . 
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We now prove that the eigenvectors associated to eigenvalues in cr,f;sc( UNJ..~I) decay 
exponentially in G. Our argument is by contradiction of the Weyl criterion. Let 
LL E gdisc(&,,,,) and u(y) be an associated normalized eigenvector. Let 4,, be a sequence 
of smooth cut-off functions defined by 
Let u,, = ,,U+Ui” ‘L LZ(G). Clearly ?L,, converges weakly to 0 in L2(G). However, any 
subsequence of u, can not be a Weyl sequence for CL, since /J, belongs to CT~~~~(BB~,~,) 
which is disconnected from D~~,~(BQ/,,~). Defining T, = &I,,,~IU,, - ~L’LL,~, this implies that 
there exists a positive constant C and an integer no such that 
Since u is an eigenvector, an easy computation yields 
)I + Tnp2r"i@'.Y' = (u div [AV (4ae26iB”y’)] 
+~AVU . V (#ne2Si8’,Y’)). 
Multiplying this equation by T, and having in mind that 04, has compact support in 
G, = Gn(Y’x ( n, n + 1)) leads to the estimate 
Since ]]T~~I(Lz(G) > C, we deduce 
Since u satisfies the spectral equation in G it is not difficult to check that 
IIV~IP(G,,)J~ I CII~IIL~(G,,-,UG,,~G,,+,). 
Therefore, defining a function F(n) = ]/u]]$(~,~~,,,+~)), we have proved 
F(~L + 1) < C(F(,n - 1) - F(n + 2)). 
Since F is decreasing, this implies F(n,f3p) 5 (&)l’F(n) which yields the exponential 
decay of ‘u, when yAi goes to +o~. 
It remains to prove that the eigenvalues in (T$~~~(B~,,~~) are locally continuous with 
respect to (,x’, 8’). Labeling these discrete eigenvalues by decreasing order, this is a result 
of a classical spectral perturbation theorem (see Theorem 7.9 below, the proof of which 
may be found in e.g. [26], [28], [43]). The continuity of the eigenvalues of o~~~~(BBP,~~) 
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is only local since the labeling of the eigenvalues allows for jumps when one discrete 
eigenvalue happens to merge into the essential spectrum as 8’ varies. However, because 
~ess(&Y,d) = u a(T (~,,~~),(~,,u)), the essential spectrum of &!,,I is continuous 
OSl)N<l 
(considered as a subset of IF!+), and so is its entire spectrum. 
THEOREM 7.9. - Let A, be a sequence of bounded operators in a Hilbert separable space 
which converges uniformly to a limit operator A in L(H). Let I’ be a smooth compact 
curve in the complex plane which encloses a jnite number of eigenvalues in odisc(A) and 
does not intersect a(A). There exists an integer no such that for any n 1 no, the same 
curve r encloses the same number of eigenvalues (including multiplicities) in udisc(An) 
and does not intersect a(A,). 
7.2. Completeness of the boundary layer spectrum 
In this subsection we assume that R is a rectangle with integer dimensions, i.e. 
(83) R = fi]O:LJ ) and Li EN*. 
i=l 
The sequence of small parameters E is restricted to be of the type 
(84) 
1 
E, = -, n E iY*, 
n 
in such a way that Q is the union of a finite number of entire periodic cells Y,‘“. To 
simplify the notations, we shall not indicate the dependence on n and simply denotes by 
E the particular sequence defined in (84). 
REMARK 7.10. - Remark that the assumption on the geometry of R can be slightly relaxed. 
Any polygonal domain with faces parallel to the axis (i.e. the normal is everywhere one of 
the basis vectors) and having vertex with integer coordinates could equally be considered. 
The crucial point is that there still exists some periodic@ of semi-injinite bands normal to 
the boundary. The general case of a non-polygonal domain and of any possible sequence 
E is not treated here and is a difficult open question. 
In the previous subsection, we proved that 
where CQ is the boundary layer spectrum associated to the surface C, defined by (81) and 
3, is the operator defined by (72). Remark that, due to our hypotheses on the domain R 
and on the sequence E, the surface C can be any of the faces of R defined by 
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Of course, the analysis of the previous subsection can be repeated for any other lower 
dimensional manifolds (edges, corners, etc.) which compose the boundary of ft. For 
0 _< m < N - 1, let us define the m-dimensional parts of Oft 
m N 
E ..... = 1-[]O;L~(J) Ix 1--[ {x~( j )=0or  L~(j)}, 
j= l  j=m+l  
where ~- is any permutation of {1,2, . . . ,N}.  There are 2N-mC~ -m m-dimensional 
manifolds of the type E,~,,. A simple adaptation of the two-scale convergence in the 
sense of boundary layers for such manifolds allows to prove that, for any m and ~-, 
as  .... C lim ~(S~), 
where cr~.~ is the spectrum of a family of limit problems posed, not in a semi-infinite band 
G, but rather in a periodic domain bounded in the variables x ,o ) ,  ... , x~(~) and unbounded 
with respect o the other variables. Eventually, defining the union of all these spectra 
(85)  = . . . .  
~rl~T 
we deduce from the geometric assumptions on ~ and E that 
(86) aon C lim a(S~). 
e--+0 
Comparing our results (17) and (86), a completeness result amounts to link the two 
definitions of the boundary layer spectra ao~ and O'boundary. 
THEOREM 7.11. -- For the sequence ,~ defined by (84), the boundary layer spectrum 
satisfies 
O'boundary C O'of~. 
Therefore, the limit spectrum of the sequence S~ is precisely made of two parts, the 
Bloch and the boundary layer spectrum 
lira cr(S~) = Omoch U cra~, 
wh~re the boundary layer spectrum ~ro~ is explicitly defined by (85). 
REMARK 7.12. -- Theorem 7.11 does not state that O'boundary , defined by (16), and Cron 
coincide. Indeed, we have shown in Proposition 7.5 that cTon contains some parts of the 
Bloch spectrum. It is not clear whether Crboundary contains these parts of the Bloch spectrum 
too. The comparison of croQ and O'boundary is definitely a very difficult question. Note, 
however, that c~of~ may contain eigenvalues which do not belong to GBXoch, according to 
Remark 7.6. 
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To prove this completeness result, we need an intermediate result in the spirit of Section 5. 
THEOREM 7.13. - Let us consider R as a cylindrical domain dejined by Q = Cx]O; L[, 
with C a bounded open set in RN-’ and L > 0. Consider a sequence of eigenvalues pu, 
and eigenvectors V, E Hi (0) such that 
(88) --t2 div[A(z, f)Vw,] + u, = ;;I;vc 
in 0, 
v, = 0 on dR. 
Assume that p belongs to ffboun,jary, i.e. for any n 2 0, there exists a constant C(n) such that 
Assume further that there exists a (N - 1)-dimensional open set o, with 5 C C, a positive 
number 1, with 0 < 1 < L, and a positive constant c such that 
(90) lim ll~~ll~~(~~~~,~~) 2 c > 0. 
E’O 
Then p belongs to the boundary layer spectrum associated to the surface C 
where ox is dejined by (81). 
Let us admit for a moment Theorem 7.13, as well as its generalizations concerning all 
other manifolds C,,, making up the boundary dR. We are in a position to complete the 
Proof of Theorem 7.11. - Let p E flbO,&ary. By definition there exists a subsequence 
(still denoted by E) of eigenvalues CL, and eigenvectors v, of SE such that 
and, for all subset w satisfying W c R, 
;io II~,llL”(w) = 0. 
If there exists a (N - 1)-dimensional open subset ci, compactly embedded in fi IO; Lj[, 
J=l 
a positive length 0 < li < Li, a positive constant c > 0, and another subseque&e (still 
denoted by t) such that 
(91) lim ll~elI~~(qtx~~,~,[) 2 c or 
F’O 
lim Ilv~ll~~(~,~]~,,~,[) L (4 
r-0 
then, by application of Theorem 7.13, the limit eigenvalue belongs to aao as desired, 
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If (91) does not hold true for any such err, Zi, c and subsequence F, it implies that the 
L2-norm of 71, concentrates near the lower-dimensional edges of the rectangle 62. In this 
case, we repeat the above argument with a (N - 2)-dimensional open set included in one 
of the set CN-~,~, and so on up to the O-dimensional set made of one of the vertex of 62. 
A tedious but simple induction argument on the dimension m shows that there exists at 
least a dimension 0 5 m 5 N - 1, a permutation 7, positive lengths (/7(1~)nl+1S,,~,~~, a 
positive constant c, and a subsequence F such that 
with w c R of the type 
w=ox fi (IO, I,(j) [ or 12,(j), L,(j) [) and in c fi]O; L,Cjj [. 
j=m+1 .j=l 
Then, applying an adequate generalization of Theorem 7.13, this proves that the limit 
eigenvalue belongs to CT~R. 
Proof qf Theorem 7.13. - Let $N and 6,’ be two smooth cut-off functions satisfying 
and 
$‘(x’) > 0 in RN-l! 
7)/(x’) E 1 in 0; 
G/(x’) z 0 outside C. 
Let us define a sequence uE, supported away from all boundaries of R except C, by 
(92) 
It is not difficult to check that the sequence U, is a sequence of quasi eigenvectors in 
W” = RN-l x W+ in the sense that it satisfies + 
where r, is a remainder term which satisfies 
for all non-zero sequences w, E H,1(Ry). 
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Remark that this definition of quasi eigenvectors in Iw, N is slightly different from that 
in RN (ct Definition 5.4) since it features a Dirichlet boundary condition on XN = 0. 
Let Pr be a sequence of intermediate scales such that E << PE << 1 and ,& is an entire 
multiple of E, i.e. 
limp, = 0, 
F'O 
iii? f = 0, I4 and - = p, E N. 
E E 
The domain R is covered by a mesh of non-overlapping cubes (Pt)i<;<~,) of the type -- 
[O,pe]N. The number of such cubes is n(&), which is of the order of m We denote ON. 
by xf the center of each cube P,‘, and by i(e) the index such that the i2-norm of U, 
is maximum on the cube Plce, 
(94) 
Since Cl<i<n(pt) II~~X(P) = 1, we deduce that there exists a positive constant C > 0 
such that 
Since x:~~) runs in the compact set 2, there exists a subsequence, still denoted by E, and 
a limit point x0 E n, such that ~5~~) converges to x0. Moreover, due to the estimate (89), 
x0 must belong to g c C. If it were not true, one would obtain a contradiction in (89) 
for n 2 N/2. 
In order to localize u, around x0, we define a smooth function $ E Z7(WN) such that 
I q3 2 0 in RN, $4El in [-l/2, +1/21N, 4 = 0 outside [-1; +llN. 
Introducing the cut-off function 
q&(x) = (h( x-py, 
we define a function GE in H,1(Wy) by 
As in the proof of Proposition 5.9, an adequate choice of the intermediate scale ,& allows 
to prove that GE is also a sequence of quasi eigenvectors in ll4: for the matrix A(xo, T), 
i.c. it satisfies 
(97) 
C 
-c2 div [A(xo, ~)VU,] + U, = AG, + r$’ in Iw:, 
iiiL, = 0 on xN = 0, 
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where r,” is a remainder term which satisfies 
for all non-zero sequences ~11, E H,1(Ry). 
At this point we could apply the spectral and Bloch decompositions to the sequence ti, 
(specialized for the case of the half-space domain RT), and mimic the proof of Theorem 5.2. 
However, we would run into serious troubles since the spectral decomposition is not 
discrete: the operators Bet,+ have both discrete and essential spectrum. Therefore, one 
must use integration with respect to the spectral family rather than summation over discrete 
frequencies. This leads to intricate problems when some eigenvalues change type (discrete 
or essential) as 0’ varies. To avoid these difficulties, we use a different strategy based on 
a resealing or blow-up argument. 
By the change of variables :CJ = X/F we define 
UC(Y) = f’v’2tici,(fy) 
which is easily seen to be normalized, ]]U, ]]r,Z(w:j = 1, and solution of 
(98) 
C 
- divy[A(xO, y)VYUF] + U, = kUF + R, in Ry, 
u, = 0 on y~=0, 
where R, is a remainder term which converges strongly to 0 in H-l (WY). Since U, is 
bounded in Hi@!:), there exists a limit function U such that, up to a subsequence, U, 
converges weakly to U. Multiplying equation (98) by a test function and passing to the 
limit yields that U is a solution of 
(99) - div,[A(za: y)V,U] + U = ;U in Ry: u=o on y~=0. 
Let us introduce an operator B” defined by 
B” : P(q) -+ L2(lq) 
WY) + V(Y) 
where V(y) is the unique solution in W,1 (WY) of 
- div,[A(zo, y>V,V(y)] + V(Y) = F(Y) in wy 
V(Y) = 0 on yN = 0. 
Loosely speaking B Oc) is the limit, as K goes to infinity, of BK defined in Theorem 7.2. 
It is easily checked that b, = B”U, - pU, converges strongly to 0 in Hi (I37 ). If the 
solution U of (99) satisfies U # 0, we have found an eigenvector of B” for the eigenvalue 
p. On the other hand, if U = 0, this implies that U, is a Weyl sequence of B” for the 
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eigenvalue ,LL which therefore belongs to its essential spectrum. In both cases, a simple 
Bloch decomposition of (99) shows that p must belong to the spectrum ox. 
REMARK 7.14. - Let us remark that Theorem 7.13 is valid for any choice of the sequence 
t and not only for the particular sequence E, de$ned in (84). The interested reader will not 
,fail to notice that the present proof of the completeness result is difierent from that of section 
5 where we used the concept of Bloch measures in order to prove a similar completeness 
result by means of an energetic method. Here, we propose a new proof based on a resealing 
or blow-up argument, which is simpler, although less precise, and which could equally be 
applied in section 5. We use this new argument (already introduced in our work [7]) because 
the spectral decomposition of v, and the global continuity of the discrete eigenvalues (with 
respect to the Bloch parameter (3’) are not obvious. 
7.3. Analysis of the corner spectrum in 2-D 
In the previous subsection the boundary layer spectrum ciao was defined as the union 
of all spectra of the type (TX where C is any lower dimensional manifold composing the 
boundary XL When C is a (N - 1)-dimensional hyperplane, a complete characterization of 
gX has been given in details. However, for lower dimensional manifolds we have not been 
very precise in the generalization of the limit spectrum CC to the case of edges, corners, and 
so on. The purpose of this subsection is to give a brief account of this generalization when 
analyzing the corner spectrum in two dimensions. Restricting ourselves to plane square 
domain 0 has the advantage of simplifying the exposition without loosing much generality. 
The domain i2 is from now on a rectangle with integer dimensions, i.e. 
R =]O; LJx]O; L2[. 
We describe the limit spectrum associated to the corner located at the origin. We define 
the upper right quarter of space Q + = I@ x R+ . We extend the operator s,, defined by 
(72), to the space L’(Q’). Remark that it is a space of “corner boundary layers” without 
any periodic oscillations. The extented operator C, E L(L”(Q+)) is defined by 
(100) C, = E&P,, 
where P, is a projection from L2 (Q+) onto L2 (fi), defined, for any 4(g) E L2 (Q+), by 
(P4(4 = c-2$(:) restricted to R, and E, is an extension from L2 (0) into L2 (Q+), 
defined, for any f(x) E L2(R), by (E,f)(y) = e2f(cy) extended by 0 in Q+ \ E-~R. One 
can easily check that P, and E, are adjoint one from another and satisfy 
P& = Id~~(c+ (PC)* = E,. 
Furthermore, the sequence E, P, converges strongly to the identity in L(L”(Q+)). 
THEOREM 7.15. - The sequence C, converges strongly in C(L”(Q+)) to a selfadjoint 
and non-compact operator C defined, for any 4 E L”(Q+), by C~#J = u the unique solution 
in H’(Q+) of 
- div,[A(O, y)V,u(y)l + U(Y) = 44~) in Q+ 
(101) u(y) = 0 on y1 = 0 and y2 = 0. 
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The spectrum of C satisfies 
u(C) c pI;f@). 
Problem (101) can not be simplified by using Bloch waves since Q+ is not a periodic 
domain. The operator C is non-compact since the quarter space Qf is unbounded. Therefore 
its spectrum can be decomposed into its discrete and essential parts 
PROPOSITION 7.16. - The essential spectrum of C is given by 
where To,~ is the operator defined in Proposition 4.12, Bol .p and Be,., are the operators 
de$ned in Proposition 7.5 respectively for the boundaries 92 = 0 and yl = 0. Furthermore, 
any eigenvector for a discrete eigenvalue in odisc(C) is exponentially decreasing when yl 
or y2 goes to infinity. 
Remark that the essential spectrum of C has again a band structure. However, there may 
be discrete eigenvalues too in a(C). Therefore, the boundary layer spectrum aao defined 
by (85) may contain isolated discrete eigenvalues. 
The proofs of Theorem 7.15 and Proposition 7.16 are very similar to that of Theorem 7.2 
and Proposition 7.5 and are left to the reader. Remark that the matrix A(n:, y) and the 
operator TH.~ are both evaluated at the origin z = 0 in the above results. Of course, 
there may be eigenvalues in the discrete spectrum of C which are not in any of the 
previous limit spectra. 
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